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ABSTRACT
Enabling machines to solve computer vision tasks with natural language com-
ponents can greatly improve human interaction with computers. In this thesis, we
address vision and language tasks with deep learning methods that explicitly localize
relevant visual evidence. Spatial evidence localization in images enhances the inter-
pretability of the model, while temporal localization in video is necessary to remove
irrelevant content. We apply our methods to various vision and language tasks, in-
cluding visual question answering, temporal activity detection, dense video captioning
and cross-modal retrieval.
First, we tackle the problem of image question answering, which requires the
model to predict answers to questions posed about images. We design a memory
network with a question-guided spatial attention mechanism which assigns higher
weights to regions that are more relevant to the question. The visual evidence used
to derive the answer can be shown by visualizing the attention weights in images.
We then address the problem of localizing temporal evidence in videos. For most
language/vision tasks, only part of the video is relevant to the linguistic component,
so we need to detect these relevant events in videos. We propose an end-to-end
v
model for temporal activity detection, which can detect arbitrary length activities
by coordinate regression with respect to anchors and contains a proposal stage to
filter out background segments, saving computation time. We further extend activity
category detection to event captioning, which can express richer semantic meaning
compared to a class label. This derives the problem of dense video captioning, which
involves two sub-problems: localizing distinct events in long video and generating
captions for the localized events. We propose an end-to-end hierarchical captioning
model with vision and language context modeling in which the captioning training
affects the activity localization. Lastly, the task of text-to-clip video retrieval requires
one to localize the specified query instead of detecting and captioning all events. We
propose a model based on the early fusion of words and visual features, outperforming
standard approaches which embed the whole sentence before performing late feature
fusion. Furthermore, we use queries to regulate the proposal network to generate
query related proposals.
In conclusion, our proposed visual localization mechanism applies across a variety
of vision and language tasks and achieves state-of-the-art results. Together with
the inference module, our work can contribute to solving other tasks such as video
question answering in future research.
vi
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
The intersection of computer vision and natural language processing is an emerging
interdisciplinary research area which includes tasks like visual question answering,
video captioning, text-to-video retrieval etc. Compared to the limited class labels
used in the more traditional vision tasks like image classification and object detec-
tion, the sentences or phrases used in vision and language tasks allow us to express
richer semantic information. These vision and language tasks have many real-life
applications, such as generating textual summaries for the visually impaired, or de-
tecting and describing important events in surveillance footage. However, users are
not only interested in the predicted answers or generated captions, but are also inter-
ested in the relevant parts in the images/videos which are used to derive the answers
or captions. For this reason, localizing the visual evidence in images/videos is very im-
portant for vision and language models, and is sometimes referred to as “grounding”
language in vision. The need for localization is especially urgent for videos, since
daily videos tend to be long and untrimmed. While traditional video recognition
problems such as activity classification, video captioning and video retrieval operate
on short trimmed videos, emerging video tasks such as temporal activity detection,
dense video captioning and text-to-clip retrieval require localization in longer videos.
In this thesis, we study the problem of vision and language with localized evi-
dence, which includes visual question answering in images, as well as temporal activ-
ity detection, dense video captioning and text-to-clip retrieval in videos. We develop
2novel approaches to these problems based on deep neural networks [24]. In our ex-
periments, we evaluate our approaches on typical image visual question answering
datasets [3, 56], and large scale video datasets with activity class, caption/query and
temporal annotations [28, 37, 71, 82]. In the following sections, we first introduce
the definition of the problems that we study in this thesis. Then we point out the
existing challenges and describe our proposed approaches to these problems. Finally
we give a roadmap of the thesis and list related publications.
1.1 Problem Statement
Four major problems are studied in this thesis: 1) visual question answering in images
with evidence visualization, 2) temporal activity detection in untrimmed videos, 3)
dense video captioning, and 4) text-to-clip video retrieval. The main underlying
theme that unites these problems is that they all require localizing linguistic data
in a large amount of visual data. While there are other tasks that also have this
requirement, such as video question answering or dense image captioning, we focus
on the four specific tasks above because they provide a broad range of problems in
this space.
In the first problem of image visual question answering (VQA), we are given a
question and a paired image, and we are required to predict an open vocabulary
answer to the question. The answer prediction in VQA is posed as a multi-class
classification problem, and answers of high frequency in the train set are chosen
to form the classification label space. In training, the ground truth answer to each
question is provided to the model. Fig. 1·1 illustrates an example of the VQA problem.
To predict the correct answer, the model must look at parts of the larger image that
are relevant to the question, such as the child and the area under her feet.
In addition to VQA, we study three video-related problems with a temporal local-
3Figure 1·1: Visual question answering in images requires the model to return an
answer given a natural language question and a paired image.
ization component. First, we study temporal activity detection in untrimmed videos.
We are given a long untrimmed video which might contain certain interesting activity
segments as well as background segments. The model is required to detect the start
and end times of certain activities and classify them into specific activity labels at
test time. During the training time, the ground truth activities and their temporal
annotations within each video are provided. Fig. 1·2 illustrates an example of the
temporal activity detection problem.
Figure 1·2: Temporal activity detection in untrimmed videos requires the model to
detect the start and end times of activities in the video and classify them into activity
classes.
4To describe the detected events in richer language, the activity class in temporal
activity detection can be replaced with captions, which derives the task of dense video
captioning. In dense video captioning, we are also given a long untrimmed video and
must detect the start and end times of interesting events, but we must also provide a
caption for each detected time segment. The ground truth segments and their paired
captions in each video are provided at training time. Fig. 1·3 shows an example of
the dense video captioning problem.
She then lifts it over her 
it heavily to the ground.
head before dropping  
A female weight lifter 
bends at the knees.
She lifts a barbell to
her chest.
Figure 1·3: Dense video captioning requires the model to detect interesting segments
in each video and provide a caption description for each detected temporal segment.
In both temporal activity detection and dense video captioning, the models try
to automatically detect and classify/describe all interesting activities/events in the
video. However, in some applications, users may only want to quickly navigate to
the video segment that they are interested in. This leads to the text-to-clip video
retrieval problem. Given the input queries (sentences) for an untrimmed video, the
model must return the corresponding temporal segment for each input query. The
input queries and their corresponding ground truth temporal annotations in each
video are provided in the training data. Fig. 1·4 shows an example of the text-to-clip
video retrieval problem.
Note that, for the video tasks, we only address temporal localization (predicting
start and end frames) and leave spatio-temporal localization for future work.
5Figure 1·4: Text-to-clip video retrieval requires the model to return the most rele-
vant time interval in the video for each input query.
1.2 Existing Challenges
Visual question answering has been extensively studied, and is typically solved by
extracting question and image features, fusing them, and inferring an answer [57, 67].
However, it remains a challenging problem since the inference process to derive the
answer is opaque for most deep learning based models. Event localization becomes
especially necessary for long and untrimmed videos, while it suffers from the problem
of localization accuracy and detection efficiency.
We highlight four major challenges in these research problems that the current
state-of-the-art methods fail to adequately address:
• First, in visual question answering, though the question is posed about the
whole image, only part of the image is relevant to the question and its answer.
Visualizing these relevant image regions can show the inference process to derive
the answer and increase the interpretability of the proposed neural network
model.
• Second, in temporal activity detection, the sliding window based approaches [40,
664, 79, 103] limit the boundaries of the detected activities and are compu-
tationally expensive, while the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) based ap-
proaches [16, 55, 60, 85, 120] use the LSTM hidden state vector as features
which causes inaccuracy in activity classification.
• Third, in dense video captioning, the localization and the captioning processes
are correlated and require joint optimization to allow precise localization and
captioning, yet existing methods treat them as separate problems.
• Fourth, in text-to-clip video retrieval, the whole-sentence embeddings used by
existing methods [2, 19] ignore the language details needed to localize the unique
temporal segment referenced in the query, causing inaccurate localization.
In the following, we elaborate on these challenges and point out our solutions.
1.2.1 Spatial Attention in Visual Question Answering
The VQA task requires a deeper understanding of the image compared to image clas-
sification, and needs to model the inference process to produce the answer to the
visual question. Recently several end-to-end deep neural networks that learn features
directly from data have been applied to this problem [57, 67], featuring networks
adapted directly from captioning models [15, 41, 98]. These methods utilize a re-
current LSTM network to encode the question words, along with the Convolutional
Neural Net (CNN) image features, into a hidden state, and then predict the answer.
Despite the great improvement compared to the handcrafted feature method [56],
the LSTM-based methods have their own drawbacks. A major limitation of the
previous models is that they rely on whole-image features with no explicit notion of
object position, and do not support the computation of intermediate results based on
spatial attention to show the inference process.
7Inspired by this intuition, we propose a new deep learning approach to VQA that
incorporates explicit spatial attention, which we call the Spatial Memory Network
VQA (SMem-VQA). We adapt the end-to-end memory network [87] to solve visual
question answering by storing the convolutional network outputs obtained from dif-
ferent receptive fields into the memory, which explicitly allows spatial attention over
the image. We also propose to repeat the process of gathering evidence from attended
regions, enabling the model to update the answer based on several attention steps, or
“hops”. The entire model is trained end-to-end and the evidence for the computed
answer can be visualized using the attention weights.
1.2.2 Proposal and Classification in Temporal Activity Detection
Most existing state-of-the-art approaches address the localization problem in temporal
activity detection as detection by classification, i.e. classifying temporal segments
generated in the form of sliding windows [40, 64, 79, 103]. The candidate sliding
windows are produced by cropping temporal windows of different sizes and strides
from the input video exhaustively. The large number of candidate sliding windows
are further passed onto the classification stage, which causes a massive computational
bottleneck in such methods. Also, the boundaries of the sliding windows limit the
detected activity boundaries to fixed lengths and cause inflexible activity boundaries.
Another category of temporal activity detection uses recurrent networks, namely
LSTMs, to encode the video frame sequence. They use the LSTM hidden state vector
to predict activity class and/or temporal coordinates [16, 55, 60, 85, 120]. While the
LSTM unit is designed to selectively remember or forget information in the input
frame sequence, the temporal scope of the visual information encoded in the LSTM
state vector is vague and not directly specified by the model. Thus we argue that it
is an imprecise feature representation for activity regression and classification.
8Figure 1·5: We propose a fast end-to-end Region Convolutional 3D Network (R-
C3D) for activity detection in continuous video streams. The network encodes the
frames with fully-convolutional 3D filters, proposes activity segments, then classi-
fies and refines them based on pooled features within their boundaries. Our model
improves both speed and accuracy compared to existing methods.
We propose a fast end-to-end Region Convolutional 3D Network (R-C3D) for ac-
tivity detection in continuous video streams solving the above problems. Our model
is inspired by the Faster R-CNN [68] network developed for object detection which
avoids expensive sliding window computations via a two-stage approach: it first re-
jects easy non-object regions, then classifies the (much smaller) number of remaining
regions into object categories or background. Our network encodes the frames with
fully-convolutional 3D filters, proposes class-agnostic activity segments called propos-
als, then classifies and refines them based on features pooled within their bound-
aries, shown in Fig. 1·5. We design the proposal generation stage to filter out many
background segments, which results in superior computational efficiency compared
to sliding window models. Furthermore, proposal start and end times are predicted
9with respect to predefined anchor segments and can be of arbitrary length, allowing
detection of flexible activity boundaries. Finally, our proposal features are extracted
from the shared feature encoding of the video through 3D segment-of-interest pooling
within each proposal, which is more efficient and accurate than previous proposal
feature representations. We introduce a better training strategy of using online hard
example mining for R-C3D model, which precomputes the losses for all of the candi-
date proposals and then chooses only the hard examples, i.e. the ones with high losses,
to form training batches. Our model improves both speed and accuracy compared to
previous activity detection methods.
1.2.3 Context Modeling in Dense Video Captioning
While early video description methods produced captions for short clips that were
manually segmented to contain a single event of interest [15, 96], more recently dense
video captioning [45] has been proposed to both segment distinct events in time and
describe them in a series of coherent sentences. There are several key challenges in
dense video captioning: encoding the spatio-temporal features of the input video,
accurately detecting the start and end of each event, extracting features for each
event proposal from video feature encoding, and translating this knowledge into a
fluent natural language sentence. The model in [45] uses LSTMs to encode input
video frames, and LSTM hidden state vector to predict a set of proposal coordinates.
However, as in activity detection, the temporal scope of video feature encoding in each
LSTM hidden sate vector is unclear. Moreover, they use the same LSTM hidden sate
vector as feature representation for a set of predicted proposals, which doesn’t consider
the proposal differences and causes inaccurate proposal feature representations. Each
proposal feature vector and their previous and past visual context are concatenated
and fed into the captioning module to decode them into a caption, with only visual
context considered. Also, their proposal generation and captioning are separately
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trained, ignoring the influence of the two optimization components.
We present a new approach to dense video captioning, theJoint Event Detection
and Description Network (JEDDi-Net). Our model utilizes three-dimensional convo-
lution to extract video appearance and motion features, which are sequentially passed
to the temporal event proposal network and the captioning network. Notably, the en-
tire network is end-to-end trainable, with feature computation and temporal segment
regression directly influencing captioning loss. For temporal proposal generation, we
adapt the proposal network from our Region Convolutional 3D Network (R-C3D)
model [109] for activity class detection, introduced above. The proposal network uses
3D convolutional layers to encode the entire input video buffer and proposes variable-
length temporal segments as potential activities at each temporal location which are
temporally invariant. Spatio-temporal features are extracted for each proposal us-
ing 3D Segment-of-Interest (SoI) pooling from the same convolutional feature maps
shared by the proposal stage. The resulting proposal features are passed along to the
captioning module. We expect to obtain more semantically accurate captioning us-
ing this proposal representation, as compared to using the accumulated LSTM state
representation [45].
Our JEDDi-Net also uses a hierarchical recurrent caption generator: the low-
level captioner RNN generates a sentence based on the current proposal’s features
and on the context that is provided by the high-level controller RNN. Our proposed
hierarchical RNN captioning module incorporates both visual and linguistic context,
while the captioning model in [45] only considers visual context. The high-level
controller RNN accumulates context from visual features and sentences generated so
far, and provides it to the low-level sentence captioning module (captioner RNN),
which generates the new sentence for the target video segment.
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1.2.4 Cross-Modal Feature Fusion in Text-to-Clip Video Retrieval
A commonly adopted pipeline in existing solutions for text-to-clip video retrieval
first generates candidate clips from videos using sliding windows and then retrieves
nearest neighbors of the sentence query in those candidates, using a learned similarity
metric. The use of sliding windows introduces computational overhead. Previous
models [2, 19] perform late fusion at the sentence level in building the cross-modal
retrieval model: they embed the query sentence into a single vector and only then
combine it with the video feature vector. However, this removes information about
word order in the feature fusion, which may be important for computing the score.
We propose a text-to-clip retrieval model that performs early fusion of the video and
query features, combining them at the word level, and compare this early fusion model
with the late fusion approaches with sentence-level fusion. Similar to this early fusion
idea, in VQA problem we design the first hop of the spatial memory network using
word-level attention and achieve better performance. Also in text-to-clip retrieval
problem, the preliminary results show superiority of our model with word-level feature
fusion on standard benchmarks. Bedsides, we borrow the captioning loss from the
video captioning task to promote the learning of cross-modal feature mapping in the
retrieval task, since these tasks are dual versions of each other and have the same
goal of learning a close feature mapping between the two modalities.
Beside of a good similarity metric, solving the text-to-clip task also requires a tem-
poral localization component in the pipeline, for initially proposing candidate clips.
For this component, differently from existing work that employs computationally-
expensive sliding windows or handcrafted heuristics, we adopt an accurate temporal
segment proposal network from the R-C3D model [109], originally designed for ac-
tivity detection. Furthermore, we expect the proposed candidate clips to be relevant
to the input queries instead of generating a set of proposals purely from video fea-
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tures regardless of the input queries. We design the query-guided segment proposal
network based on the original segment proposal network to generate query-related
proposals, with the motivation of amplifying the video encoding at the temporal lo-
cation which might contain proposals relevant to the input query. The query-guided
proposal network measures the visual and query feature similarity to generate a set
of weights to regulate the feature amplitude at each temporal location of the video
feature encoding, on top of which the segment proposals are generated.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, we propose novel approaches that are designed to address each of
the challenges described above. The main contributions of this thesis include the
following:
• Spatial attention for localizing visual evidence. We propose a novel multi-
hop memory network with spatial attention for the VQA problem which allows
the model to localize the visual evidence for inferring the answer.
• Proposal-based activity detection. We propose an end-to-end activity de-
tection model with combined activity proposal and classification stages by shar-
ing fully-convolutional C3D feature encoding, that can detect variable length
activities at fast speeds. Hard negative mining is explored to improve the com-
position of training samples in each batch to facilitate training process.
• Proposal-based dense video captioning with context. We propose an
end-to-end model for dense video captioning which jointly detects events and
generates their descriptions with a novel hierarchical language model, that in-
corporates the visual and language context for captioning each event in the
video.
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• Query-guided proposals for text-to-clip video retrieval. We propose an
early fusion approach for the natural language localization in video to model
the fine-grained structure in the query, and leverage the captioning task to learn
better shared feature representations and improve retrieval performance. We
design the query-guided segment proposal network to generate query relevant
proposals to further improve the performance for text-to-clip video retrieval.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
We organize the rest of the thesis as follows:
Chapter 2: Related Work
This chapter reviews related works in vision and language, activity detection, and
localization-based vision and language research in videos.
Chapter 3: Spatial Memory Network for Visual Question Answering
We propose a model we call the Spatial Memory Network and apply it to the VQA
problem. Our Spatial Memory Network stores neuron activations from different spa-
tial regions of the image in its memory, and uses attention to choose regions relevant
for computing the answer. We evaluate our model on two visual question answering
datasets and obtain improved results. This chapter is relevant to our paper [113].
Chapter 4: R-C3D: Region Convolutional 3D Network for Temporal
Activity Detection
We introduce a new model, Region Convolutional 3D Network (R-C3D), which en-
codes the video streams using a three-dimensional fully convolutional network, then
generates candidate temporal regions containing activities, and finally classifies se-
lected regions into specific activities. We demonstrate that our model is a general
activity detection framework that does not rely on assumptions about particular
dataset properties by evaluating our approach on three datasets, THUMOS’14 [37],
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ActivityNet [28] and Charades [82]. This chapter is relevant to our papers [109, 110].
Chapter 5: Joint Event Detection and Description in Continuous Video
Streams
We propose the Joint Event Detection and Description Network (JEDDi-Net), which
solves the dense video captioning task in an end-to-end fashion and keeps track of
context with a two-level hierarchical captioning module. On the large-scale Activi-
tyNet Captions dataset [45], JEDDi-Net demonstrates improved results measured by
standard metrics. We also present the first dense captioning results on the TACoS-
MultiLevel dataset [71]. This chapter is relevant to our paper [112].
Chapter 6: Text-to-Clip Video Retrieval with Early Fusion and Re-
Captioning
Motivated by fine-grained multi-modal feature fusion, we propose a novel early fusion
embedding approach that combines video and language information at the word level.
Additional captioning supervision and a query-guided segment proposal network are
integrated into our proposed early fusion model. We present a comprehensive exper-
imental validation on two large-scale text-to-clip datasets (Charades-STA [19] and
ActivityNet Captions dataset [45]) and attain state-of-the-art retrieval results with
our model. This chapter is relevant to our paper [111].
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the key contributions of the thesis and discusses the lim-
itations. Some future research problems related to localization in videos are also
discussed.
1.5 List of Related Papers
Material for this thesis is based on five earlier papers:
• Huijuan Xu, Kun He, Leonid Sigal, Stan Sclaroff and Kate Saenko. Text-to-
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Clip Video Retrieval with Early Fusion and Re-Captioning. arXiv preprint
arXiv:1804.05113
• Huijuan Xu, Boyang Li, Vasili Ramanishka, Leonid Sigal and Kate Saenko.
Joint Event Detection and Description in Continuous Video Streams. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1802.10250.
• Huijuan Xu, Abir Das, and Kate Saenko. Two-Stream Region Convolutional
3D Network for Temporal Activity Detection. IEEE Transactions on Pattern
Analysis and Machine Intelligence (PAMI), 2018. (in revision)
• Huijuan Xu, Abir Das, and Kate Saenko. R-C3D: Region Convolutional 3D
Network for Temporal Activity Detection. International Conference on Com-
puter Vision (ICCV), 2017.
• Huijuan Xu and Kate Saenko. Ask, Attend and Answer: Exploring Question-
Guided Spatial Attention for Visual Question Answering. European Conference
on Computer Vision (ECCV), 2016.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
In this chapter, we review the related literature on the various vision and language
tasks, e.g. captioning, visual question answering and cross-modal retrieval. We also
review previous temporal activity detection methods as well as temporal proposal
models. Finally, we review the relevant vision and language work that has a localiza-
tion component.
2.1 Vision and Language
In this thesis, we propose deep learning models to solve interdisciplinary tasks in the
area of vision and language, and video captioning is one typical task among them.
Early video captioning models (e.g. [26]) generated a single caption for a trimmed
video clip by first predicting the subject, verb and object in the video and then
inserting them into a sentence template. More recent deep models have achieved
significantly better trimmed video captioning results by using RNNs/LSTMs for lan-
guage modeling conditioned on CNN features [96, 97]. Attention mechanism has also
been incorporated into RNNs to choose more relevant visual features for decoding
captions [119].
Visual question answering (VQA) was proposed as an alternative to the captioning
task, in part because of the convenience of evaluating question answers compared to
evaluating captions. Before visual question answering became popular, text question
answering (QA) had already been established as a mature research problem in the
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area of natural language processing. Previous QA methods include: searching for
the key words of the question using a search engine [116]; parsing the question as
a knowledge base (KB) query [8]; or embedding the question and using a similarity
measurement to find evidence for the answer [9]. Recently, memory networks were
proposed for solving the QA problem. [106] first introduces the memory network
as a general model that consists of a memory and four components: input feature
map, generalization, output feature map and response. The model is investigated in
the context of text QA, where the long-term memory acts as a dynamic knowledge
base and the output is a textual response. [87] proposes the “end-to-end” memory
network which uses less supervision and implements a recurrent attention model over
a large external memory. The related Neural Turing Machine (NTM) [25] couples
a neural network to external memory and interacts with it by attentional processes
to infer simple algorithms such as copying, sorting, and associative recall from input
and output examples.
In Chapter 3, we propose a multimodal memory network architecture based on [87]
that is the first to address visual question answering. Several early VQA papers di-
rectly adapted image captioning models by generating the answer using a recurrent
LSTM network conditioned on the CNN output, but lacked spatial attention [57, 63,
67, 107]. In this thesis, we explore the spatial attention in the multimodal mem-
ory network architecture to both improve performance and visualize the network’s
inference process to show the localized visual evidence.
Another typical vision and language task is cross-modal retrieval. In cross-modal
retrieval, late fusion is a commonly used approach which embeds different modal-
ities into a common embedding space, and then measures the similarity between
the feature embeddings using a standard inner product or cosine similarity. In fact,
such approaches are not restricted to vision and language, and can be applied across
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modalities such as image, video, text, and sound [4, 5, 95]. The early fusion ap-
proach combines the features from each modality at an earlier stage [54, 104, 124]
and predicts similarity scores directly based on the fused feature representation. [14]
argues against the dominant late-fusion pipeline where linguistic inputs are mostly
processed independently, and shows that modulating visual representations with lan-
guage at earlier levels improves visual question answering. For the text-to-clip task
considered in this thesis, existing models [2, 19] perform late fusion at the sentence
level: they embed the query sentence into a single vector and only then combine it
with the video feature vector. However, this removes information about word order
in the feature fusion, which may be important for computing the score. In Chapter 6,
we propose a text-to-clip retrieval model that performs early fusion of the video and
query features, combining them at the word level, and we compare this early fusion
model with the late fusion and sentence-level fusion approaches.
We note that vision-language tasks like image/video captioning [15, 96, 97, 98,
114, 115, 119], visual question answering [91, 108, 113, 118] and cross-modal re-
trieval [4, 5, 14, 54, 95, 104, 124], are rarely isolated and often influence each other.
For example, image captioning can be solved as a retrieval task [17]. Also, there is
recent research that suggests that VQA can be leveraged to benefit the image-caption
retrieval task [52]. Our proposed multi-task formulation in the text-to-clip task, which
uses captioning as an auxiliary task, is partly motivated by these observations.
2.2 Activity Detection
There is a long history of activity recognition, or classifying trimmed video clips
into fixed set of categories [35, 46, 62, 83, 99, 127]. Activity detection needs to
localize and classify the activities within untrimmed and long videos. Over the past
few years, the video activity understanding has quickly evolved from trimmed video
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classification to activity detection in untrimmed video, as most real-life videos are
not nicely segmented and contain multiple activities.
There are two types of activity detection tasks: spatio-temporal and temporal-
only. Spatio-temporal activity detection localizes activities within spatio-temporal
tubes and requires heavier annotation work to collect the training data. [23, 73, 105,
121, 129] temporally track bounding boxes corresponding to activities in each frame
to realize spatio-temporal activity detection. Other recent spatio-temporal activity
detection models [31, 39, 72] propose to first detect small tubelets spanning multiple
frames, and connect them into final detection tubes using heuristics. [7, 66] produce
spatio-temporal saliency maps aimed at explaining generated captions or activity
classifications, with the side effect of spatio-temporal localization of salient activities.
We focus on temporal activity detection [16, 55, 60, 79, 85, 120] which only predicts
the start and end times of the activities within long untrimmed videos and classifies
the overall activity without spatially localizing people and objects in the frame.
Existing temporal activity detection approaches are dominated by models that use
sliding windows to generate segments and subsequently classify them with activity
classifiers trained on multiple features [40, 64, 79, 103]. The use of exhaustive sliding
windows is computationally inefficient and constrains the boundary of the detected
activities to some extent. Recently, some approaches have bypassed the need for
exhaustive sliding window search to detect activities with arbitrary lengths. [16, 55,
60, 85, 120] achieve this by modeling the temporal evolution of activities using RNNs
or LSTMs networks and predicting an activity label at each time step. Compared
to this work, we avoid recurrent layers, encoding a large video buffer with a fully-
convolutional 3D ConvNet sharing between the proposal stage and classification stage,
and use 3D RoI pooling to allow feature extraction at arbitrary proposal granularity,
achieving significantly higher accuracy and speed. Computation is also saved by using
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3D SoI pooling to extract proposal features from the shared convolutional feature
encoding of the entire input buffer, compared to sliding window approaches which
re-extract features for each window from raw input frames. More recently, CDC [78]
and SSN [126] propose bottom-up activity detection by first predicting at the frame-
level/snippet-level and then fusing them.
Temporal action proposals are studied in [11, 16, 125], which only detects and
classifies the segments to be proposal or not without specific activity classification.
[125] proposes Pyramid of Score Distribution Feature (PSDF) to capture the motion
information at multiple resolutions centered at each detection window, and incorpo-
rates PSDF into the RNN to gain further improvements in detection performance.
The deep action proposal model [16] uses LSTM to encode C3D features of every
16-frame video chunk, and directly regresses and classifies activity segments without
the extra proposal generation stage. [10] extends the action proposal models [11, 16]
to design a single-pass network for end-to-end temporal action detection.
Aside from supervised activity detection, a recent work [102] has addressed weakly
supervised activity localization from data labeled only with video level class labels by
learning attention weights on shot based or uniformly sampled proposals. Another
type of weakly supervised temporal activity localization is given an action sequence
(without the ground truth temporal annotation for each action) and paired video,
and the model is required to localize each action in the sequence into the input video
under the action sequential constraint. The framework proposed in [69] explores the
uses of a language model and an activity length model for this type of temporal local-
ization problem, where finding the most likely action sequence and the corresponding
segment boundaries in an exponentially large search space is addressed by dynamic
programming. We only focus on supervised temporal activity localization in this
thesis where the ground truth temporal annotation for each activity is provided.
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2.3 Localization-Based Vision and Language Tasks
A limitation of existing activity localization methods is that they treat activities as
distinct classes, and therefore require a discrete and fixed vocabulary of class labels.
Instead free-form language can express richer semantics compared to limited class
labels in activity detection. Several vision-language tasks also share the need for
a localization component. One of the typical tasks is the text grounding task in
images [32, 58, 70, 123]. Hu, et al. [32] proposes the task of natural language object
retrieval, which localizes objects in images given language queries. Rohrbach, et
al.[70] proposes models for grounding textual phrases in images by reconstruction
with different levels of supervision. [58, 123] use the recurrent neural network to
fuse the query sentence and image features in word level for similarity measurement.
Recently, the task of grounding text in images has been extended into videos, which
introduces the task of retrieving video segments using language queries [2, 19]. In
dense captioning task, models need to localize interesting events in images [38] or
videos [45, 76, 112] and provide textual descriptions.
In this thesis, we propose neural models for two typical vision and language tasks
with localization, namely dense video captioning and text-to-clip video retrieval. [45]
introduced the dense video captioning task on an ActivityNet-based video dataset,
and modeled context using attention over past and future visual features. In this
thesis, we design a hierarchical captioning module which considers both the visual
and language context of the video segment, while previous dense captioning work [45]
only models visual context. Also, in contrast to [45], our proposal and captioning
modules are jointly trained, with the captioning errors back-propagated to further
improve the proposal features and boundaries. Hierarchical RNN models are also
applied to various tasks. [122] proposed a hierarchical RNN to model the language
histories when decoding multiple sentences for the video paragraph captioning, with-
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out explicit visual context modeling. A hierarchical RNN was also applied to image
paragraph captioning [44]. However, only the visual context was recorded in the high-
level controller layer, and no language history was fed into the controller. Besides, the
controller [44] determines the termination of generating the paragraph, while in our
hierarchical captioning model, we get a fixed set of proposals and decode one sentence
for each proposal, thus our controller has no need to control the number of decoded
sentences. Hierarchical models have also been applied to natural language process-
ing [49, 75], with [49] proposing a hierarchical RNN language model that integrates
sentence history to improve the coherence of documents.
For text-to-clip video retrieval, existing methods [2, 19] take the common embed-
ding methods which embed the whole query sentence and candidate segment proposals
generated by sliding windows into common embedding space and measure similarity.
We propose one early feature fusion method with word-level feature fusion and cap-
tioning supervision. We also design a more efficient proposal generation network
with queries regulating the visual features’ amplitude. The temporal activity detec-
tion and dense video captioning are trying to detect anything interesting inside each
video, thus the proposal generation is only based on the video input. However, in text-
to-clip retrieval we expect the proposal network to generate the proposals which are
relevant to the input query, which motivates our design of the query-guided segment
proposal network. The paper [33] tries to tackle the visual grounding in instructional
videos in weakly supervised and reference-aware manner. [20] extends the bounding
box grounding to be segmentation from sentence. In this thesis, we only tackle the
temporal language grounding in supervised way.
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Chapter 3
Spatial Memory Network for Visual
Question Answering
Visual Question Answering (VQA) is an emerging interdisciplinary research problem
at the intersection of computer vision, natural language processing and artificial intel-
ligence. It has many real-life applications, such as automatic querying of surveillance
video [93] or assisting the visually impaired [47]. Compared to the recently popular
image captioning task [15, 17, 41, 98], VQA requires a deeper understanding of the
image, but is considerably easier to evaluate. It also puts more focus on artificial
intelligence, namely the inference process needed to produce the answer to the visual
question.
In one of the early works [56], VQA is seen as a Turing test proxy. The authors
propose an approach based on handcrafted features, combining a semantic parse of
the question with visual scene analysis in a latent-world Bayesian framework. More
recently, several end-to-end deep neural networks that learn features directly from
data have been applied to this problem [57, 67], featuring networks adapted directly
from captioning models [15, 41, 98]. These methods utilize a recurrent LSTM network
to encode the question words and Convolutional Neural Net (CNN) image features
into a hidden state, then predict the answer. Despite a great improvement compared
to the handcrafted feature method [56], the LSTM-based methods have their own
drawbacks. First, conditioning on both the image and question encodings does not
provide a clear improvement over conditioning just on the question encoding alone [57,
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67]. Second, the rather complicated LSTM models obtain similar or worse accuracy
compared to a baseline model which concatenates CNN features and a bag-of-words
question embedding1 to predict the answer, such as the IMG+BOW model in [67]
and the iBOWIMG model in [128].
A major limitation of the existing models is that they rely on whole-image features
with no explicit notion of object position, and do not support the computation of
intermediate results based on spatial attention. Our intuition is that answering visual
questions often involves paying attention to individual spatial regions and comparing
their contents and/or locations. For example, to answer the questions in Figure 3·1,
we must first find the regions corresponding to certain words in the question (“child”,
“phone booth”), and then analyze them or their nearby regions.
Inspired by this intuition, we propose a new deep learning approach to VQA that
incorporates explicit spatial attention, which we call the Spatial Memory Network
VQA (SMem-VQA). Our approach is based on memory networks, which have re-
cently been proposed for text Question Answering (QA) [87, 106]. Memory networks
combine learned text embeddings with an attention mechanism and multi-step infer-
ence. The text QA memory network stores textual knowledge in its “memory” in
the form of sentences, and selects relevant sentences to infer the answer. However,
in VQA, the knowledge is in the form of an image, thus the memory and the ques-
tion come from different modalities. We adapt the end-to-end memory network [87]
to solve visual question answering by storing the convolutional network outputs ob-
tained from different receptive fields into the memory, which explicitly allows spatial
attention over the image. We also propose to repeat the process of gathering evidence
from attended regions, enabling the model to update the answer based on several at-
tention steps, or “hops”. The entire model is trained end-to-end and the evidence for
the computed answer can be visualized using the attention weights.
1weighted average of the word vectors.
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What is the child standing on the skateboard
What	color	is	the	phone	booth	?				blue
Figure 3·1: We propose a Spatial Memory Network for VQA (SMem-VQA) that
answers questions about images using spatial inference. The figure shows the inference
process of our two-hop model on examples from the VQA dataset [3]. In the first hop
(middle), the attention process captures the correspondence between individual words
in the question and image regions. High attention regions (bright areas) are marked
with bounding boxes and the corresponding words are highlighted using the same
color. In the second hop (right), the fine-grained evidence gathered in the first hop,
as well as an embedding of the entire question, are used to collect more exact evidence
to predict the answer. (Best viewed in color.)
Contributions: We make the following contributions in this chapter:
• propose a novel multi-hop memory network with spatial attention for the VQA
task which allows one to visualize the spatial inference process used by the deep
network (a CAFFE [36] implementation is available at https://github.com/
VisionLearningGroup/Ask_Attend_and_Answer);
• design a word-guided attention architecture which captures fine-grained align-
ment between the words and regions in the first hop;
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• create a series of synthetic questions that explicitly require spatial inference to
analyze the working principles of the network, and demonstrate that it is able
to learn logical inference rules through visualizations; and
• provide an extensive evaluation and comparison with several existing models on
the same publicly available datasets.
Roadmap for this Chapter
Sec. 3.1 describes our design of the multi-hop memory network architecture for visual
question answering (SMem-VQA). Sec. 3.2 visualizes the inference rules learned by
the network for synthetic spatial questions and shows the experimental results on
DAQUAR [56] and VQA [3] datasets. Sec. 3.3 concludes this chapter.
3.1 Approach
We start with an overview of our proposed SMem-VQA network, illustrated in Fig-
ure 3·2 (a). The input is a question comprised of a variable-length sequence of
words and an image of fixed size. Each word is first represented as a one-hot vector
in the size of the vocabulary, and then embedded into a real-valued word vector,
V = {vj | vj ∈ RN ; j = 1, · · · , T}, where T is the maximum number of words and N
is the dimensionality of the embedding space. Sentences with length less than T are
padded with all-zero word vectors.
The question words are used to compute attention over the visual memory, which
contains extracted image features. We use S = {si | si ∈ RM ; i = 1, · · · , L} to
represent spatial CNN features at each of the L grid locations (in this work, the last
convolutional layer of GoogLeNet (inception 5b/output) [89]) The image features are
embedded into the same number of dimensions as the word vectors using two different
embeddings: the “attention” embedding WA and the “evidence” embedding WE. The
attention embedding generates the attention weights, while the evidence embedding
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Figure 3·2: (a) Overview of our proposed Spatial Memory Network for Visual Ques-
tion Answering (SMem-VQA). Unlike previous models that disregard object location,
ours uses a spatial attention mechanism to attend to relevant regions and gather vi-
sual evidence for predicting the answer (see Sec. 3.1 for details). (b) The word-guided
spatial attention model used in the first hop of the network (see Sec. 3.1.1 for details.)
maps the features to semantic concepts such as objects. The embedded features are
multiplied with the attention weights and summed over all locations to generate a
visual evidence vector Satt. Finally, Satt is combined with a representation of the
question to predict the answer. We describe this one-hop model and its attention
mechanism in more detail in the next section, then discuss adding more hops in
Sec. 3.1.2.
3.1.1 Word Guided Spatial Attention in the First Hop
Rather than using the entire question representation, such as a bag-of-words (BOW),
to guide attention, the architecture in the first hop (Figure 3·2(b)) uses each word
vector separately to extract correlated visual features in memory. The intuition is
that the BOW representation may be too coarse, and letting each word select a region
may provide more fine-grained attention. The correlation matrix C ∈ RT×L between
word vectors V and visual features S is computed as
C = V · (S ·WA + bA)T (3.1)
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where WA ∈ RM×N contains the attention embedding weights of visual features S,
and bA ∈ RL×N is the bias term. This correlation matrix is the result of the dot
product of each word embedding and each spatial location’s embedding, thus each
value in C measures the similarity between a word and a region.
The spatial attention weights Watt are calculated by taking the maximum of C
over the word dimension T , thus selecting the highest correlation value for each spatial
location, and then applying the softmax function
Watt = softmax( max
i=1,··· ,T
(Ci)), Ci ∈ RL (3.2)
The resulting attention weights Watt ∈ RL are high for selected locations and low
for other locations, with the sum of weights equal to 1. For instance, the example
question “Is there a cat in the basket?” in Figure 3·2 might produce high attention
weights for the location of the basket because of high correlation of the word vector
for basket with the embedded features at that location. Note that WA controls which
image features have high correlation with which words.
The evidence embedding WE projects visual features S to produce high activations
for certain semantic concepts. E.g., in Figure 3·2, it may have high activations in the
regions containing objects such as cat. The results of this evidence embedding are
then multiplied by the generated attention weights Watt, and summed to produce the
selected visual “evidence” vector Satt ∈ RN ,
Satt = Watt · (S ·WE + bE) (3.3)
where WE ∈ RM×N are the evidence embedding weights of the visual features S, and
bE ∈ RL×N is the bias term. In our running example, this step would accumulate
evidence of objects such as cat at the basket location.
Finally, the sum of this evidence vector Satt and an embedding of the question Q
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is used to predict the answer for the given image and question. While many question
representations, such as an LSTM, can be used for Q, we use the BOW as it has fewer
parameters yet has shown good performance compared to LSTM [77]. Specifically,
we compute
Q = WQ · V + bQ (3.4)
where WQ ∈ RT represents the BOW weights for word vectors V , and bQ ∈ RN is the
bias term. The final prediction P is computed as
P = softmax(WP · f(Satt +Q) + bP ) (3.5)
where WP ∈ RK×N , bias term bP ∈ RK , and K is the number of possible answers. f
is the activation function, and we use ReLU here. In our running example, this step
would add the evidence gathered for objects near the basket location to the question,
and, since cat was not detected there, predict the answer “no”. The attention and ev-
idence computation steps can be optionally repeated in another hop before predicting
the final answer, as detailed in the next section.
3.1.2 Spatial Attention in the Second Hop
We can add hops to promote deeper inference, gathering additional evidence at each
hop. Recall that the visual evidence vector Satt is added to the question representation
Q in the first hop to produce an updated question vector,
Ohop1 = Satt +Q (3.6)
On the next hop, this vector Ohop1 ∈ RN is used in place of the individual word
vectors V to extract additional visual evidence from spatial memory based on the
updated question.
While the correlation matrix C in the first hop provides fine-grained local evidence
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from each word vectors V in the question, the correlation vector Chop2 in the next
hop considers the global evidence from the updated question Ohop1. The correlation
vector Chop2 ∈ RL is calculated by
Chop2 = (S ·WA2 + bA2) ·Ohop1 (3.7)
where WA2 ∈ RM×N is the attention embedding of visual features S in the second
hop and bA2 ∈ RL×N is the bias term. Based on experimental results, we share the
attention embedding in the second hop and the evidence embedding in the first hop,
such that WA2 = WE and bA2 = bE.
The attention weights in the second hop Watt2 are obtained by applying the soft-
max function to the correlation vector Chop2,
Watt2 = softmax(Chop2) (3.8)
Then, the attended visual information in the second hop Satt2 ∈ RN is extracted
using attention weights Watt2.
Satt2 = Watt2 · (S ·WE2 + bE2) (3.9)
where WE2 ∈ RM×N is the evidence embedding of visual features S in the second hop,
and bE2 ∈ RL×N is the bias term.
The final answer P is predicted by combining the whole question representation
Q, the local visual evidence Satt from each word vector in the first hop and the global
visual evidence Satt2 from the whole question in the second hop,
P = softmax(WP · f(Ohop1 + Satt2) + bP ) (3.10)
where WP ∈ RK×N , bias term bP ∈ RK , and K is the number of possible answers.
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More hops can be added in this manner.
The entire network is differentiable and is trained using stochastic gradient descent
via standard backpropagation, allowing image feature extraction, image embedding,
word embedding and answer prediction to be jointly optimized on the training im-
age/question/answer triples.
3.2 Experiments
In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to evaluate our model. To explore
whether the model learns to perform the spatial inference necessary for answering
visual questions that explicitly require spatial reasoning, we design a set of experi-
ments using synthetic visual question/answer data in Sec. 3.2.1. We also evaluate our
SMem-VQA model on two standard benchmarks, the DAQUAR dataset [56] and the
VQA dataset [3]. The experimental results of our model on DAQUAR dataset [56] are
presented in Sec. 3.2.2, and results on VQA dataset [3] are presented in Sec. 3.2.3. We
visualize the spatial attention weights of our SMem-VQA model on the two datasets
to show the spatial inference for answering visual questions.
3.2.1 Exploring Attention on Synthetic Data
The questions in the public VQA datasets are quite varied and difficult and often
require common sense knowledge to answer (e.g., “Does this man have 20/20 vision?”
about a person wearing glasses). Furthermore, past work [57, 67] showed that the
question text alone (no image) is a very strong predictor of the answer. Therefore,
before evaluating on standard datasets, we would first like to understand how the
proposed model uses spatial attention to answer simple visual questions where the
answer cannot be predicted from question alone. Our visualization demonstrates
that the attention mechanism does learn to attend to objects and gather evidence via
certain inference rules.
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Figure 3·3: Absolute position experiment: for each image and question pair, we
show the original image (left) and the attention weights Watt (right). The attention
follows one of two learned rules. The first rule (top row) looks at the position specified
in the question (top|bottom|right|left), and answers “yes” if it contains a square and
“no” otherwise. The second rule (bottom row) looks at the region containing the
square, and answers “yes” if the question refers to that position and “no” otherwise.
Absolute Position Recognition
We investigate whether the model has the ability to recognize the rough absolute
location of the object in the image. We design a simple task where an object (a
red square) appears in some region of a white-background image, and the question
is “Is there a red square on the [top|bottom|left|right]?” For each image, the square
is randomly placed in one of the four regions, and the four questions are generated
together with three “no” and one “yes” answer. The generated data is split into
training and testing sets.
Due to the simplicity of this synthetic dataset, the SMem-VQA one-hop model
achieves 100% test accuracy. However, the baseline model (iBOWIMG) [128] can-
not infer the answer and only obtains accuracy of around 75%, which is the prior
probability of the answer “no” in the training set. The SMem-VQA one-hop model
is equivalent to the iBOWIMG model if the attention weights in our one-hop model
are set equally for each location, since the iBOWIMG model uses mean pooling of
the same convolutional features (inception 5b/output in GoogLeNet). We visualize
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the attention weights (Figure 3·3) and find that the relationship between the high-
attention regions and the answer can be expressed by one of two logical expressions:
1) Look at the position specified in the question (top|bottom|right|left), if it contains
a square, then answer “yes”, otherwise, answer “no”; 2) Look at the region contain-
ing the square, then answer “yes” if the question is about that position and “no”
otherwise.
In the iBOWIMG model, the mean-pooled GoogLeNet visual features lose spatial
information and thus cannot distinguish images with a square in different positions.
On the contrary, our SMem-VQA model can select different regions according to the
question, and generate an answer based on the selected region, using some learned
inference rules. This experiment demonstrates that the attention mechanism in our
model is able to make absolute spatial location inference based on the spatial atten-
tion.
Figure 3·4: Relative position experiment: for each image and question pair,
we show the original image (left), the evidence embedding WE of the convolutional
layer (middle) and the attention weights Watt (right). The evidence embedding WE
has high activations on both cat and red square. The attention weights follow similar
inference rules as in Figure 3·3, with the difference that the attention position is
relative to the cat.
Relative Position Recognition
To check whether the model has the ability to infer the position of one object rela-
tive to another object, we collect all the cat images from the MS COCO Detection
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dataset [51], and add a red square on the [top|bottom|left|right] of the bounding box
containing the cat. For each generated image, we create four questions, “Is there a
red square on the [top|bottom|left|right] of the cat?” together with three “no” an-
swers and one “yes” answer. We select 2639 training cat images and 1395 testing cat
images from MS COCO Detection dataset.
Our SMem-VQA one-hop model achieves 96% test accuracy on this synthetic task,
while the baseline model (iBOWIMG) accuracy is around 75%. We also check that
another simple baseline that predicts the answer based on the absolute position of the
square in the image gets around 70% accuracy. We visualize the image features after
the evidence embedding WE (max pooled over channel dimension) and the attention
weights Watt of several typical examples in Figure 3·4. The evidence embedding
WE has high activations on the cat and the red square, while the attention weights
are high at certain locations relative to the cat. We can analyze the attention in
the correctly predicted examples using the same rules as in the absolute position
recognition experiment. These rules still work, but the position is now relative to the
cat object: 1) Check the specified position relative to the cat, if it has the square,
then answer “yes”, otherwise “no”; 2) Find the square, then answer “yes” if it is in
the specified relative position, and “no” otherwise. We also check the images where
our model makes mistakes, and find that they mainly occur in images with more than
one cat. The red square appears near only one of the cats, but our model might focus
on the other cats. We conclude that our SMem-VQA model can infer the relative
spatial position based on the spatial attention around the specified object, which can
also be represented by logical inference rules.
3.2.2 Experiments on DAQUAR Dataset
The DAQUAR dataset [56] is a relatively small dataset which builds on the NYU
Depth Dataset V2 [61]. We use the reduced DAQUAR dataset. The evaluation
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Table 3.1: Accuracy results on the DAQUAR dataset (in percentage).
DAQUAR
Multi-World [56] 12.73
Neural-Image-QA [57] 29.27
Question LSTM [57] 32.32
VIS+LSTM [67] 34.41
Question BOW [67] 32.67
IMG+BOW [67] 34.17
SMem-VQA One-Hop 36.03
SMem-VQA Two-Hop 40.07
metric for this dataset is 0-1 accuracy. The embedding dimension is 512 for our models
running on the DAQUAR dataset. We use several reported models on DAQUAR as
baselines, which are listed below:
• Multi-World [56]: an approach based on handcrafted features using a semantic
parse of the question and scene analysis of the image combined in a latent-world
Bayesian framework.
• Neural-Image-QA [57]: uses an LSTM to encode the question and then decode
the hidden information into the answer. The image CNN feature vector is shown at
each time step of the encoding phase.
• Question LSTM [57]: only shows the question to the LSTM to predict the answer
without any image information.
• VIS+LSTM [67]: similar to Neural-Image-QA, but only shows the image features
to the LSTM at the first time step, and the question in the remaining time steps to
predict the answer.
• Question BOW [67]: only uses the BOW question representation and a single
hidden layer neural network to predict the answer, without any image features.
• IMG+BOW [67]: concatenates the BOW question representation with image
features, and then uses a single hidden layer neural network to predict the answer.
This model is similar to the iBOWIMG baseline model in [128].
Results of our SMem-VQA model on the DAQUAR dataset and the baseline model
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results reported in previous work are shown in Table 3.1. We see that models based
on deep features significantly outperform the Multi-World approach based on hand-
crafted features. Modeling the question only with either the LSTM model or Question
BOW model does equally well in comparison, indicating the the question text contains
important prior information for predicting the answer. Also, on this dataset, the
VIS+LSTM model achieves better accuracy than Neural-Image-QA model; the former
shows the image only at the first timestep of the LSTM, while the latter does so at each
timestep. In comparison, both our One-Hop model and Two-Hop spatial attention
models outperform the IMG+BOW, as well as the other baseline models. A major
advantage of our model is the ability to visualize the inference process in the deep
network. To illustrate this, two attention weights visualization examples in SMem-
VQA One-Hop and Two-Hop models on DAQUAR dataset are shown in Figure 3·5
(bottom row).
Figure 3·5: Visualization of the spatial attention weights in the SMem-VQA One-
Hop and Two-Hop models on VQA (top row) and DAQUAR (bottom row) datasets.
For each image and question pair, we show the original image, the attention weights
Watt of the One-Hop model, and the two attention weights Watt and Watt2 of the
Two-Hop model in order.
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3.2.3 Experiments on VQA Dataset
The VQA dataset [3] is a recent large dataset based on MS COCO [51]. We use
the full release (V1.0) open-ended dataset, which contains a train set and a val set.
Following standard practice, we choose the top 1000 answers in train and val sets
as possible prediction answers, and only keep the examples whose answers belong
to these 1000 answers as training data. The question vocabulary size is 7477 with
the word frequency of at least three. Because of the larger training size, the em-
bedding dimension is 1000 on the VQA dataset. We report the test-dev and test-
standard results from the VQA evaluation server. The server evaluation uses the
evaluation metric introduced by [3], which gives partial credit to certain synonym
answers: Acc(ans) = min {(# humans that said ans)/3, 1}.
For the attention models, we do not mirror the input image when using the CNN
to extract convolutional features, since this might cause confusion about the spatial
locations of objects in the input image. The optimization algorithm used is stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) with a minibatch of size 50 and momentum of 0.9.
Table 3.2: Test-dev results on the Open-Ended VQA dataset (in percentage). Mod-
els with ∗ use external training data in addition to the VQA dataset.
test-dev
Overall yes/no number others
LSTM Q+I [3] 53.74 78.94 35.24 36.42
ACK∗ [107] 55.72 79.23 36.13 40.08
DPPnet∗ [63] 57.22 80.71 37.24 41.69
iBOWIMG [128] 55.72 76.55 35.03 42.62
SMem-VQA One-Hop 56.56 78.98 35.93 42.09
SMem-VQA Two-Hop 57.99 80.87 37.32 43.12
For the VQA dataset, we use the simple iBOWIMG model in [128] as one base-
line model, which beats most existing VQA models currently on arxiv.org. We also
compare to two models in [107][63] which have comparable or better results to the
iBOWIMG model. These three baseline models as well the best model in the VQA
dataset paper [3] are listed in the following:
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Table 3.3: Test-standard results on the Open-Ended VQA dataset (in percentage).
Models with ∗ use external training data in addition to the VQA dataset.
test-standard
Overall yes/no number others
LSTM Q+I [3] 54.06 - - -
ACK∗ [107] 55.98 79.05 36.10 40.61
DPPnet∗ [63] 57.36 80.28 36.92 42.24
iBOWIMG [128] 55.89 76.76 34.98 42.62
SMem-VQA Two-Hop 58.24 80.8 37.53 43.48
• LSTM Q+I [3]: uses the element-wise multiplication of the LSTM encoding of the
question and the image feature vector to predict the answer. This is the best model
in the VQA dataset paper.
• ACK [107]: shows the image attribute features, the generated image caption and
relevant external knowledge from knowledge base to the LSTM at the first time step,
and the question in the remaining time steps to predict the answer.
• DPPnet [63]: uses the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) representation of question
to predict certain parameters for a CNN classification network. They pre-train the
GRU for question representation on a large-scale text corpus to improve the GRU
generalization performance.
• iBOWIMG [128]: concatenates the BOW question representation with image fea-
tures (GoogLeNet), and uses softmax classification to predict the answer.
The overall accuracy and per-answer category accuracy for our SMem-VQA mod-
els and the baseline models on VQA dataset are shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.
From the tables, we can see that the SMem-VQA One-Hop model obtains slightly
better results compared to the iBOWIMG model. However, our SMem-VQA Two-
Hop model achieves an improvement of 2.27% on test-dev and 2.35% on test-standard
compared to the iBOWIMG model, demonstrating the value of spatial attention. If
we set uniform attention weights over the image regions, we get test-dev accuracy
55.97% for our One-Hop model and 55.83% for our Two-Hop model. Our One-Hop
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model with uniform attention weights is equivalent to the baseline model iBOWIMG,
except that the question and image features are summed rather than concatenated.
The SMem-VQA Two-Hop model also shows best performance in the per-answer
category accuracy.
The DPPnet model uses a large-scale text corpus to pre-train the Gated Recur-
rent Unit (GRU) network for question representation. DPPnet without pre-training
(RAND-GRU) gets the test-dev result 55.46% compared to 57.99% of our Two-Hop
model. Similar pre-training work on extra data to improve model accuracy has been
done in [97]. Considering the fact that our model does not use extra data to pre-train
the word embeddings, its results are very competitive. We tried the layer-wise weight
sharing strategy in [87] and got the overall test-dev result of 55.76% for the Two-Hop
model, which is lower than the adjacent weight sharing strategy that we take. We
also experimented with adding a third hop into our model on the VQA dataset, but
the result did not improve further.
The attention weights visualization examples for the SMem-VQA One-Hop and
Two-Hop models on the VQA dataset are shown in Figure 3·5 (top row). From the
visualization, we can see that the two-hop model collects supplementary evidence for
inferring the answer, which may be necessary to achieve an improvement on these
complicated real-world datasets. We also visualize the fine-grained alignment in the
first hop of our SMem-VQA Two-Hop model in Figure 3·6. The correlation vector
values (blue bars) measure the correlation between image regions and each word
vector in the question. Higher values indicate stronger correlation of that particular
word with the specific location’s image features. We observe that the fine-grained
visual evidence collected using each local word vector, together with the global visual
evidence from the whole question, complement each other to infer the correct answer
for the given image and question, as shown in Figure 3·1.
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Figure 3·6: Visualization of the original image (left), the spatial attention weights
Watt in the first hop (middle) and one correlation vector from the correlation matrix C
for the location with highest attention weight in the SMem-VQA Two-Hop model on
the VQA dataset. Higher values in the correlation vector indicate stronger correlation
of that word with the chosen location’s image features.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a memory network architecture with a spatial attention
mechanism adapted to visual question answering. We designed a set of synthetic
spatial questions and demonstrated that our model learned inference rules based on
spatial attention through attention weight visualization. Evaluation on the challeng-
ing DAQUAR and VQA datasets showed improved results over previously published
models and no-attention baselines. Our model can be used to visualize the inference
steps learned by the deep network, giving some insight into its processing. Instead of
using attention mechanism to implicitly localize the visual evidence in the image, we
further try to realize localization explicitly by direct coordinate regression for other
vision and language tasks.
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Chapter 4
R-C3D: Region Convolutional 3D
Network for Temporal Activity Detection
Activity detection in continuous videos is a challenging problem that requires not only
recognizing, but also precisely localizing activities in time. Existing state-of-the-art
approaches address this task as detection by classification, i.e. classifying temporal
segments generated in the form of sliding windows [40, 64, 79, 103] or via an external
“proposal” generation mechanism [29, 101]. These approaches suffer from one or more
of the following major drawbacks: they do not learn deep representations in an end-
to-end fashion, but rather use hand-crafted features [99, 100], or deep features like
VGG [84], ResNet [27], C3D [92] etc., learned separately on image/video classification
tasks. Such off-the-shelf representations may not be optimal for localizing activities
in diverse video domains, resulting in inferior performance. Furthermore, current
methods’ dependence on external proposal generation or exhaustive sliding windows
leads to poor computational efficiency. Finally, the sliding-window models cannot
easily predict flexible activity boundaries.
In this chapter, we propose an activity detection model that addresses all of the
above issues. Our Region Convolutional 3D Network (R-C3D) is end-to-end train-
able and learns task-dependent convolutional features by jointly optimizing proposal
generation and activity classification. Inspired by the Faster R-CNN [68] object de-
tection approach, we compute fully-convolutional 3D ConvNet features and propose
temporal regions likely to contain activities, then pool features within these 3D re-
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gions to predict activity classes (Figure 1·5). The proposal generation stage filters
out many background segments and results in superior computational efficiency com-
pared to sliding window models. Furthermore, proposals are predicted with respect
to predefined anchor segments and can be of arbitrary length, allowing detection of
flexible activity boundaries.
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) features learned end-to-end have been suc-
cessfully used for activity recognition [42, 83], particularly in 3D ConvNets (C3D [92]),
which learn to capture spatio-temporal features. However, unlike the traditional us-
age of 3D ConvNets [92] where the input is short 16-frame video chunks, our method
applies full convolution along the temporal dimension to encode as many frames as the
GPU memory allows. Thus, rich spatio-temporal features are automatically learned
from longer videos. These feature maps are shared between the activity proposal and
classification subnets to save computation time and jointly optimize features for both
tasks.
Alternative activity detection approaches [16, 55, 60, 85, 120] use a recurrent
neural network (RNN) to encode a sequence of frame or video chunk features (e.g.
VGG [84], C3D [92]) and predict the activity label at each time step. However, these
RNN methods can only model temporal features at a fixed granularity (e.g. per-frame
CNN features or 16-frame C3D features). In order to use the same classification net-
work to classify variable length proposals into specific activities, we extend 2D region
of interest (RoI) pooling to 3D which extracts a fixed-length feature representation
for these proposals. Thus, our model can utilize video features at any temporal gran-
ularity. Furthermore, some RNN-based detectors rely on direct regression to predict
the temporal boundaries for each activity. As shown in object detection [22, 90]
and semantic segmentation [12], object boundaries obtained using a regression-only
framework are inferior compared to “proposal based detection”.
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One of the major problems of “proposal based detection” is that it can suffer
from an extreme foreground-background (positive-negative) class imbalance during
training. The foreground action proposals (positives) typically account for only a
tiny fraction of all possible segments which includes a large number of background
segments (negatives). Though using a separate proposal stage reduces the number of
candidate segments to a comparatively low number by filtering out most background
samples, still the classification stage typically has to evaluate hundreds of candidate
segments where only a few segments are actual foreground activities [50]. Such an
imbalance causes two types of problems for both object and activity detection archi-
tectures. First, training is inefficient as loss is computed and back-propagated for a
large number of relatively unimportant candidate proposals. Second, a large portion
of negative examples is easy and can adversely affect the training as these examples
contribute no useful learning. The problem is mainly addressed by maintaining a
manageable balance between positive and negative training examples via sampling
heuristics (fixed positive-negative ratio of 1:2) [68], hard negative mining [80], boot-
strapping [88] etc. A recent work [50] uses a dynamically scaled focal loss where the
scaling factor down-weighs the contribution of the easy examples during training and
rapidly focuses on hard examples.
Inspired by the success of the Online Hard Example Mining (OHEM) [80] for fast
R-CNN [21] object detection, we employ a similar strategy where training proposals
are subsampled according to their chance of being misclassified. OHEM not only
boosts the detection performance significantly but also is computationally efficient
as the hard examples are mined online. OHEM involves only forward pass operation
through the R-C3D network for all the generated candidate proposals. Then, instead
of heuristically sampling the proposals, they are ranked according to the classification
and localization loss values and only the top few (i.e., the worst performers) are
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selected. Training is performed by back-propagating errors only for these chosen few
hard examples. This improves the performance of the model since good proposals
(hard examples) are selected for updating the model instead of randomly sampled
ones.
We perform extensive comparisons of R-C3D to state-of-the-art activity detec-
tion methods using three publicly available benchmark datasets - THUMOS’14 [37],
ActivityNet [28] and Charades [82]. We achieve new state-of-the-art results on THU-
MOS’14 and Charades, and improved results on ActivityNet when using only C3D
features. We also make training more robust by addressing the class imbalance prob-
lem with an online hard mining strategy.
Contributions: We make the following contributions in this chapter:
• an end-to-end activity detection model with combined activity proposal and
classification stages that can detect variable length activities (a CAFFE [36]
implementation is available at https://github.com/VisionLearningGroup/
R-C3D);
• efficient integration of online hard example mining to boost activity detection
performance in untrimmed videos;
• fast detection speeds (5x faster than current methods) achieved by sharing fully-
convolutional C3D features between the proposal generation and classification
parts of the network;
• extensive evaluations on three diverse activity detection datasets that demon-
strate the general applicability of our model.
Roadmap for this chapter
The R-C3D approach is introduced in Sec. 4.1. We describe the shared video feature
hierarchies in Sec. 4.1.1, the temporal proposal subnet in Sec. 4.1.2 and the classifi-
cation subnet in Sec. 4.1.3. Online hard example mining is introduced in Sec. 4.1.5.
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Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.6 detail the optimization strategy during training and testing
respectively. Experimental results on three large-scale activity detection datasets -
THUMOS’14 [37], Charades [82] and ActivityNet [28] are presented in Sec. 4.2.
4.1 Approach
The network, illustrated in Figure 4·1, consists of three components: a shared 3D
ConvNet feature extractor [92], a temporal proposal stage, and an activity classifica-
tion and refinement stage. To enable efficient computation and end-to-end training,
the proposal and classification sub-networks share the same C3D feature maps. The
proposal subnet predicts variable length temporal segments that potentially contain
activities, while the classification subnet classifies these proposals into specific activ-
ity categories or background, and further refines the proposal segment boundaries. A
key innovation is to extend the 2D RoI pooling in Faster R-CNN to 3D RoI pooling
which allows our model to extract features at various resolutions for variable length
proposals.
Figure 4·1: R-C3D model architecture. The 3D ConvNet takes raw video frames as
input and computes convolutional features. These are input to the Proposal Subnet
that proposes candidate activities of variable length along with confidence scores. The
Classification Subnet filters the proposals, pools fixed size features and then predicts
activity labels along with refined segment boundaries.
4.1.1 3D Convolutional Feature Hierarchies
We use a 3D ConvNet to extract rich spatio-temporal feature hierarchies from a
given input video buffer. It has been shown that both spatial and temporal features
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are important for representing videos, and a 3D ConvNet encodes rich spatial and
temporal features in a hierarchical manner. The input to our model is a sequence of
RGB video frames with dimension R3×L×H×W . The architecture of the 3D ConvNet is
taken from the C3D architecture proposed in [92]. However, unlike [92], the input to
our model is of variable length. We adopt the convolutional layers (conv1a to conv5b)
of C3D, so a feature map Cconv5b ∈ R512×L8×H16×W16 (512 is the channel dimension of the
layer conv5b) is produced as the output of this subnet. We use Cconv5b activations
as the shared input to the proposal and classification subnets. The height (H) and
width (W ) of the frames are taken as 112 each following [92]. The number of frames
L can be arbitrary and is only limited by memory.
4.1.2 Temporal Proposal Subnet
To allow the model to predict variable length proposals, we incorporate anchor seg-
ments into the temporal proposal sub-network. The subnet predicts potential pro-
posal segments with respect to anchor segments and a binary label indicating whether
the predicted proposal contains an activity or not. The anchor segments are pre-
defined multiscale windows centered at L/8 uniformly distributed temporal locations.
Each temporal location specifies K anchor segments, each at a different fixed scale.
Thus, the total number of anchor segments is (L/8) ∗ K. The same set of K an-
chor segments exists in different temporal locations, which ensures that the proposal
prediction is temporally invariant. The anchors serve as reference activity segments
for proposals at each temporal location, where the maximum number of scales K is
dataset dependent.
To obtain features at each temporal location for predicting proposals with respect
to these anchor segments, we first add 3D convolutional filter with kernel size 3×3×3
on top of Cconv5b to extend the temporal receptive field for the temporal proposal
subnet. Then, we downsample the spatial dimensions (from H
16
× W
16
to 1 × 1) to
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produce a temporal only feature map Ctpn ∈ R512×L8×1×1 by applying a 3D max-
pooling filter with kernel size 1 × H
16
× W
16
. The 512-dimensional feature vector at
each temporal location in Ctpn is used to predict a relative offset {δci, δli} to the
center location and the length of each anchor segment {ci, li}, i ∈ {1, · · · , K}. It also
predicts the binary scores for each proposal being an activity or background. The
proposal offsets and scores are predicted by adding two 1× 1× 1 convolutional layers
on top of Ctpn.
Training: For training, we need to assign positive/negative labels to the anchor
segments. Following the standard practice in object detection [68], we choose a pos-
itive label if the anchor segment 1) overlaps with some ground-truth activity with
temporal Intersection-over-Union (tIoU) higher than 0.7, or 2) has the highest tIoU
overlap with some ground-truth activity. If the anchor has tIoU overlap lower than
0.3 with all ground-truth activities, then it is given a negative label. All others are
held out from training. For proposal regression, ground truth activity segments are
transformed with respect to nearby anchor segments using the coordinate transfor-
mations described in Sec. 4.1.4. We sample balanced batches with a positive/negative
ratio of 1 : 1.
4.1.3 Activity Classification Subnet
The activity classification stage has three main functions: 1) selecting proposal seg-
ments from the previous stage, 2) three-dimensional region of interest (3D RoI) pool-
ing to extract fixed-size features for selected proposals, and 3) activity classification
and boundary regression for the selected proposals based on the pooled features.
Some activity proposals generated by the proposal subnet highly overlap with
each other and some have a low proposal score indicating low confidence. Following
the standard practice in object detection [18, 68] and activity detection [79, 120],
we employ a greedy Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) strategy to eliminate highly
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overlapping and low confidence proposals. The NMS threshold is set as 0.7.
The selected proposals can be of arbitrary length. However we need to extract
fixed-size features for each of them in order to use fully connected layers for further
activity classification and regression. We design a 3D RoI pooling layer to extract the
fixed-size volume features for each variable-length proposal from the shared convolu-
tional features Cconv5b ∈ R512×(L/8)×7×7 (shared with the temporal proposal subnet).
Specifically, in 3D RoI pooling, an input feature volume of size, say, l×h×w is divided
into ls× hs×ws sub-volumes each with approximate size lls × hhs × wws , and then max
pooling is performed inside each sub-volume. In our case, suppose a proposal has the
feature volume of lp × 7× 7 in Cconv5b, then this feature volume will be divided into
1× 4× 4 grids and max pooled inside each grid. Thus, proposals of arbitrary lengths
give rise to output volume features of the same size 512× 1× 4× 4.
The output of the 3D RoI pooling is fed to a series of two fully connected layers.
Here, the proposals are classified to activity categories by a classification layer and
the refined start-end times for these proposals are given by a regression layer. The
classification and regression layers are also two separate fully connected layers and for
both of them the input comes from the aforementioned fully connected layers (after
the 3D RoI pooling layer).
Training: We need to assign an activity label to each proposal for training the
classifier subnet. An activity label is assigned if the proposal has the highest tIoU
overlap with a ground-truth activity, and at the same time, the tIoU overlap is greater
than 0.5. A background label (no activity) is assigned to proposals with tIoU overlap
lower than 0.5 with all ground-truth activities. Training batches are chosen with
positive/negative ratio of 1 : 3. Later we will show that substituting this heuristic
with OHEM increases the efficiency of the detection further in Sec. 4.1.5.
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4.1.4 Optimization
We train the network by optimizing both the classification and regression tasks jointly
for the two subnets. The softmax loss function is used for classification, and smooth
L1 loss function [21] is used for regression. Specifically, the objective function is given
by:
Loss =
1
Ncls
∑
i
Lcls(ai, a
∗
i ) + λ
1
Nreg
∑
i
a∗iLreg(ti, t
∗
i ) (4.1)
where Ncls and Nreg stand for batch size and the number of anchor/proposal segments,
λ is the loss trade-off parameter and is set to a value 1. i is the anchor/proposal seg-
ments index in a batch, ai is the predicted probability of the proposal or activities, a
∗
i
is the ground truth, ti = {δcˆi, δlˆi} represents predicted relative offset to anchor seg-
ments or proposals. t∗i = {δci, δli} represents the coordinate transformation of ground
truth segments to anchor segments or proposals. The coordinate transformations are
computed as follows: 
δci = (c
∗
i − ci)/li
δli = log(l
∗
i /li)
(4.2)
where ci and li are the center location and the length of anchor segments or proposals
while c∗i and l
∗
i denote the same for the ground truth activity segments.
In our R-C3D model, the above loss function is applied for both the temporal
proposal subnet and the activity classification subnet. In the proposal subnet, the
binary classification loss Lcls predicts whether the proposal contains an activity or
not, and the regression loss Lreg optimizes the relative displacement between proposals
and ground truths. In the proposal subnet the losses are activity class agnostic. For
the activity classification subnet, the multiclass classification loss Lcls predicts the
specific activity class for the proposal, and the number of classes are the number of
activities plus one for the background. The regression loss Lreg optimizes the relative
displacement between predicted activities and ground truths. All four losses for the
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two subnets are optimized jointly.
4.1.5 Online Hard Example Mining
Mining hard examples is aimed at choosing better, more informative examples for
training the model. Inspired by the effectiveness as well as easy integration of the
online hard example mining strategy in Fast R-CNN image detection pipeline [80],
we experiment with a similar strategy in our R-C3D network. While R-C3D with
OHEM has a different strategy for choosing training examples than the original R-
C3D , they follow the same prediction procedure. The original R-C3D chooses training
examples using a fixed positive-to-negative example ratio in fixed sized batches. R-
C3D with OHEM precomputes the loss for all of the candidate proposals and then
chooses only the hard examples, i.e. the ones with high loss. Hard training examples
could have been mined for both the proposal and the classification subnets. However,
the proposal subnet involves binary classification and thus the training examples are
more evenly balanced between positive and negative classes. In this chapter, we apply
OHEM only in the classification subnet as it involves multi-class classification and
thus suffers more from training data imbalance when the number of categories is large.
In the classification subnet, we add an extra read-only classification branch which
shares the weights with the original classification subnet. The “read-only” classifi-
cation branch is only used to compute loss for all the proposals generated by the
proposal subnet and does not update its weights during the backpropagation stage.
Specifically, the sum of the classification loss and regression loss for each proposal
is computed in this read-only clone. The loss values represent how well the current
network performs on each proposal. Proposals are sorted according to the sum of the
losses in descending order and only top 128 are taken to form the training mini-batch.
After the hard examples are chosen, the backward pass is performed only with these
hard examples in the original classification subnet and the weights are updated. Since
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the read-only classification subnet shares weights with the original classification sub-
net, it also gets updated with the same weights, and in the next iteration the losses
are computed using the new weights.
4.1.6 Prediction
Activity prediction in R-C3D consists of two steps. First, the proposal subnet gen-
erates candidate proposals and predicts the start-end time offsets as well as proposal
score for each. Then the proposals are refined via NMS with threshold value 0.7. Af-
ter NMS, the selected proposals are fed to the classification network to be classified
into specific activity classes, and the activity boundaries of the predicted proposals
are further refined by the regression layer. The boundary prediction in both pro-
posal subnet and classification subnet is in the form of relative displacement of center
point and length of segments. In order to get the start time and end time of the
predicted proposals or activities, inverse coordinate transformation to Equation 4.2
is performed.
R-C3D accepts variable length input videos. However, to take advantage of the
vectorized implementation in fast deep learning libraries, we pad the last few frames of
short videos with last frame, and break long videos into buffers (limited by memory
only). NMS at a lower threshold (0.1 less than the mAP evaluation threshold) is
applied to the predicted activities to get the final activity predictions.
4.2 Experiments
We evaluate R-C3D on three large-scale activity detection datasets - THUMOS’14 [37],
Charades [82] and ActivityNet [28]. Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3 provide the experi-
mental details and evaluation results on these three datasets. Results are shown in
terms of mean Average Precision - mAP@α where α denotes different temporal In-
tersection over Union (tIoU) thresholds, as is the common practice in the literature.
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Section 4.2.4 provides the detection speed comparison with state-of-the-art methods.
4.2.1 Experiments on THUMOS’14 Dataset
Table 4.1: Activity detection results on THUMOS’14 (in percentage). mAP at dif-
ferent tIoU thresholds α are reported. The top three performers on the THUMOS’14
challenge leaderboard and other results reported in existing papers are shown.
α
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Karaman et al. [40] 4.6 3.4 2.1 1.4 0.9
Wang et al. [103] 18.2 17.0 14.0 11.7 8.3
Oneata et al. [64] 36.6 33.6 27.0 20.8 14.4
Heilbron et al. [29] - - - - 13.5
Escorcia et al. [16] - - - - 13.9
Richard et al. [69] 39.7 35.7 30.0 23.2 15.2
Yeung et al. [120] 48.9 44.0 36.0 26.4 17.1
Yuan et al. [125] 51.4 42.6 33.6 26.1 18.8
Shou et al. [79] 47.7 43.5 36.3 28.7 19.0
Shou et al. [78] - - 40.1 29.4 23.3
Dai et al. [13] - - - 33.3 25.6
Zhao et al. [126] 66.0 59.4 51.9 41.0 29.8
R-C3D (our one-way buffer) 51.6 49.2 42.8 33.4 27.0
R-C3D (our two-way buffer) 54.5 51.5 44.8 35.6 28.9
R-C3D (our two-way buffer + OHEM) 57.4 54.9 51.1 43.1 35.8
THUMOS’14 activity detection dataset contains over 24 hours of video from 20
different sport activities. The training set contains 2765 trimmed videos while the
validation and the test sets contain 200 and 213 untrimmed videos respectively. This
dataset is particularly challenging as it consists of very long videos (up to a few
hundreds of seconds) with multiple activity instances of very small duration (up to few
tens of seconds). Most videos contain multiple activity instances of the same activity
class. In addition, some videos contain activity segments from different classes.
Experimental Setup: We divide 200 untrimmed videos from the validation set into
180 training and 20 held out videos to get the best hyper-parameter setting. All
200 videos are used as the training set and the final results are reported on 213 test
videos. Since the GPU memory is limited, we first create a buffer of 768 frames at 25
frames per second (fps) which means approximately 30 seconds of video. Our choice
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is motivated by the fact that 99.5% of all activity segments in the validation set (used
here as the training set) are less than 30 seconds long. These buffers of frames act as
inputs to R-C3D . We can create the buffer by sliding from the beginning of the video
to the end, denoted as the ‘one-way buffer’. An additional pass from the end of the
video to the beginning is used to increase the amount of training data, denoted as the
‘two-way buffer’. We initialize the 3D ConvNet part of our model with C3D weights
trained on Sports-1M and finetuned on UCF101 released by the authors in [92]. We
allow all the layers of R-C3D to be trained on THUMOS’14 with a fixed learning rate
of 0.0001.
Table 4.2: Per-class AP at tIoU threshold α = 0.5 on THUMOS’14 (in percentage).
[64] [120] [79] R-C3D (ours) R-C3D+OHEM (ours)
Baseball Pitch 8.6 14.6 14.9 26.1 29.9
Basketball Dunk 1.0 6.3 20.1 54.0 48.6
Billiards 2.6 9.4 7.6 8.3 19.8
Clean and Jerk 13.3 42.8 24.8 27.9 37.7
Cliff Diving 17.7 15.6 27.5 49.2 59.4
Cricket Bowling 9.5 10.8 15.7 30.6 32.4
Cricket Shot 2.6 3.5 13.8 10.9 18.4
Diving 4.6 10.8 17.6 26.2 36.4
Frisbee Catch 1.2 10.4 15.3 20.1 16.9
Golf Swing 22.6 13.8 18.2 16.1 42.3
Hammer Throw 34.7 28.9 19.1 43.2 57.3
High Jump 17.6 33.3 20.0 30.9 37.8
Javelin Throw 22.0 20.4 18.2 47.0 59.2
Long Jump 47.6 39.0 34.8 57.4 63.9
Pole Vault 19.6 16.3 32.1 42.7 57.0
Shotput 11.9 16.6 12.1 19.4 31.0
Soccer Penalty 8.7 8.3 19.2 15.8 22.9
Tennis Swing 3.0 5.6 19.3 16.6 12.5
Throw Discus 36.2 29.5 24.4 29.2 22.1
Volleyball Spiking 1.4 5.2 4.6 5.6 11.2
mAP@0.5 14.4 17.1 19.0 28.9 35.8
The number of anchor segments K chosen for this dataset is 10 with specific
scale values [2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16]. The values are chosen according to
the distribution of the activity durations in the training set. At 25 fps and temporal
pooling factor of 8 (Ctpn downsamples the input by 8 temporally), the anchor segments
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correspond to segments of duration between 0.64 and 5.12 seconds1. Note that, the
predicted proposals or activities are relative to the anchor segments but not limited
to the anchor boundaries, enabling our model to detect variable-length activities. We
apply OHEM on R-C3D using two-way buffer setting. The NMS threshold used for
the OHEM setting is 0.7, and the batch size in the activity classification stage is set
as 128 which is the same for the other datasets.
Results: In Table 4.1, we present a comparative evaluation of the activity detection
performance of R-C3D with existing state-of-the-art approaches in terms of mAP at
tIoU thresholds 0.1-0.5 (denoted as α). In the one-way setting, mAP@0.5 is 27.0%
which is an 3.7% absolute improvement from the state-of-the-art method [78] at
that time. The two-way buffer setting further increases the mAP values at all the
tIoU thresholds with mAP@0.5 reaching as far as 28.9%. Our model with OHEM
comprehensively outperforms the contemporary work at mAP@0.5 by a large margin
(35.8% compared to 29.8% as reported in [126]), while our performances at lower
tIoU thresholds (0.1,0.2,0.3) are worse than the contemporary work [126]. However,
mAP at larger tIoU is more important than that at lower tIoU, since the mAP at
large tIoU requires the stringent overlap with the ground truth segment.
The Average Precision (AP) for each class on THUMOS’14 dataset at tIoU thresh-
old 0.5 is shown in Table 4.2. Compared to other published models, R-C3D outper-
forms previous methods in most classes and shows significant improvement (by more
than 20% absolute AP over the next best) for activities e.g., Basketball Dunk, Cliff
Diving, and Javelin Throw. In R-C3D with OHEM, some hard activities with low
class precision get further improvement e.g., Billiards, Cricket Shot and Shotput. Fig-
ure 4·2 shows some representative qualitative results from two videos in this dataset.
12 ∗ 8/25 = 0.64 and 16 ∗ 8/25 = 5.12
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High Jump    (82.4s, 88.6s) High Jump    (88.9s, 94.8s)GT
Ours
High Jump    (81.8s, 87.2s, 0.78) High Jump   (90s, 94.7s, 0.83)
GT Cricket Bowling    (10.5s, 11.9s) Cricket Shot    (11.4s, 13.2s)
Cricket Bowling    (10.5s, 11.8s, 0.99) Cricket Shot    (12s, 13.7s, 0.98)
Ours
Figure 4·2: Qualitative visualization of the predicted activities on THUMOS’14
dataset by R-C3D (best viewed in color). Ground truth activity segments are marked
in black. Predicted activity segments are marked in green for correct predictions and
in red for wrong ones. Predicted activities with tIoU more than 0.5 are considered
as correct. Corresponding start-end times and confidence score are shown inside
brackets.
4.2.2 Experiments on ActivityNet Dataset
The ActivityNet [28] dataset consists of untrimmed videos and is released in three
versions. We use the latest release (1.3) which has 10024, 4926 and 5044 videos
containing 200 different types of activities in the train, validation and test sets re-
spectively. Most videos contain activity instances of a single class covering a great
deal of the video. Compared to THUMOS’14, this is a large-scale dataset both in
terms of the number of activities involved and the amount of video. Researchers have
taken part in the ActivityNet challenge [1] held on this dataset. The performances
of the participating teams are evaluated on test videos for which the ground truth
annotations are not public. In addition to evaluating on the validation set, we show
our performance on the test set after evaluating it on the challenge server.
Experimental Setup: Similar to THUMOS’14, the length of the input buffer is set
to 768 but, as the videos are long, we sample frames at 3 fps to fit it in the GPU
memory. This makes the duration of the buffer approximately 256 seconds covering
over 99.99% training activities. The considerably long activity durations prompt us
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to set the number of anchor segments K to be as high as 20. Specifically, we chose
the following scales - [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 40, 48, 56,
64]. Thus the shortest and the longest anchor segments are of durations 2.7 and 170
seconds respectively covering 95.6% training activities.
Considering the vast domain difference of the activities between Sports-1M and
ActivityNet, we finetune the Sports-1M pretrained 3D ConvNet model [92] with the
training videos of ActivityNet. We initialize the 3D ConvNet with these finetuned
weights. AcitivityNet being a large scale dataset, the training takes more epochs.
As a speed-efficiency trade-off, we freeze the first two convolutional layers in our
model during training. The learning rate is kept fixed at 10−4 for first 10 epochs
and is decreased to 10−5 for the last 5 epochs. Based on the improved results on the
THUMOS’14, we choose the two-way buffer setting with horizontal flipping of frames
for data augmentation.
Table 4.3: Detection results on ActivityNet in terms of mAP@0.5 (in percentage).
The top half of the table shows performance from methods using additional features
while the bottom half shows approaches using the C3D [92] deep features only (in-
cluding ours). Results for [85] are taken from [1].
train data validation test
B. Singh et. al. [85] train+val - 28.8
G. Singh et. al. [86] train 34.5 36.4
Dai et. al. [13] train 36.2 37.5
Zhao et. al. [126] train - 43.3
UPC [60] train 22.5 22.3
R-C3D (ours) train 26.8 26.8
R-C3D (ours) train+val - 28.4
R-C3D +OHEM (ours) train 27.7 -
Results: In Table 4.3 we show the performance of R-C3D model and compare with
existing published approaches. In the most experiments, the training set is used for
training and the performance is shown for either the validation or test data or both.
Some models in Table 4.3 make use of sophisticated handcrafted features. The ap-
proach in [85] uses LSTM based tracking and performs activity prediction using deep
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features as well as optical flow features from the tracked trajectories. The approach
in [86] also uses handcrafted motion features like MBH on top of inception and C3D
features in addition to dynamic programming based post-processing. However, the
heavy use of an ensemble of hand-engineered features not only stops these methods
from learning in an end-to-end fashion but makes them less general across datasets.
Unlike these methods, R-C3D is trainable completely end-to-end and is easily exten-
sible to other datasets with little parameter tuning, providing better generalization
ability.
UPC is a fair comparison to R-C3D as it also uses only C3D features. However,
it relies on a strong assumption that each video in ActivityNet just contains one
activity class. Our R-C3D model obtains 4.3% improvement on the validation set
and 4.5% on the test set over UPC [60] in terms of mAP@0.5 without such strong
assumptions. When both training and validation sets are used for training, the per-
formance improves further by 1.6%, showing the benefit of our end-to-end model
when more data is available for training. When OHEM is used to train the R-C3D
model, mAP@0.5 improves by 0.9% on the validation set, showing the effectiveness
of OHEM for training R-C3D model.
Dai et. al. [13] uses both RGB and optical flow features from the candidate pro-
posals as well as the surrounding contexts. Our highest mAP@0.5 result is much lower
than Zhao et. al. [126] which uses additional optical flow features and one additional
set of binary classifiers separately trained to classify whether the predicted activity
segments are complete or not for the predicted class. These completeness classifiers
are designed to improve the tIoU of the predicted activity segments with ground
truth segments during post-processing. One typical characteristic of the ActivityNet
dataset is that the activities are relatively long, may contain a series of small move-
ments, and may not have clear and consistent motion pattern for the same activity
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class, e.g., the activity class “using the balance beam”. The underlining classification
model in our R-C3D model is the C3D model, which has an activity classification
accuracy of only 60% on the ActivityNet dataset. The combined effect of the long
activities in the ActivityNet dataset without clear motion patterns and the inferior
C3D classification accuracy are the reasons for our relatively inferior performance
on this dataset compared to methods making use of dataset dependent features or
characteristics. Figure 4·3 shows some representative qualitative results from this
dataset.
Canoeing (0s, 7.6s)
Canoeing (0s, 43.8s, 0.99)
Canoeing    (11.3s, 46.2s)
Clean and Jerk    (2.7s, 16.0s)
Clean and Jerk    (2.5s, 14.4s, 0.80)
GT
Ours
GT
Ours
Canoeing (0s, 7s, 0.76) Canoeing (27.7s, 62.6s, 0.90)
Figure 4·3: Qualitative visualization of the predicted activities on ActivityNet
dataset by R-C3D (best viewed in color). Ground truth activity segments are marked
in black. Predicted activity segments are marked in green for correct predictions and
in red for wrong ones. Predicted activities with tIoU more than 0.5 are considered
as correct. Corresponding start-end times and confidence score are shown inside
brackets.
4.2.3 Experiments on Charades Dataset
Charades [82] is a recently introduced dataset for activity classification and detection.
The activity detection task involves daily life activities from 157 classes. The dataset
consists of 7985 train and 1863 test videos. The videos are recorded by Amazon Me-
chanical Turk users based on provided scripts. Apart from low illumination, diversity
and casual nature of the videos containing day-to-day activities, an additional chal-
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lenge of this dataset is the abundance of overlapping activities, sometimes multiple
activities having exactly the same start and end times (typical examples include pairs
of activities like ‘holding a phone’ and ‘playing with a phone’ or ‘holding a towel’ and
‘tidying up a towel’).
Experimental Setup: For this dataset we sample frames at 5 fps, and the input
buffer is set to contain 768 frames. This makes the duration of the buffer approxi-
mately 154 seconds covering all the ground truth activity segments in Charades train
set. As the activity segments for this dataset are longer, we choose the number of
anchor segments K to be 18 with specific scale values [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12,
14, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 40, 48]. So the shortest anchor segment has a duration of
1.6 seconds and the longest anchor segment has a duration of 76.8 seconds. Over
99.96% of the activities in the training set is under 76.8 seconds. For this dataset
we, additionally, explored slightly different settings of the anchor segment scales, but
found that our model is not very sensitive to this hyper-parameter.
We first finetune the Sports-1M pretrained C3D model [92] on the Charades train-
ing set at the same 5 fps and initialize the 3D ConvNet part of our model with these
finetuned weights. Next, we train R-C3D end-to-end on Charades by freezing the
first two convolutional layers in order to accelerate training. The learning rate is kept
fixed at 0.0001 for the first 10 epochs and then decreased to 0.00001 for 5 further
epochs. We augment the data by following the two-way buffer setting and horizontal
flipping of frames.
Results: Table 4.4 provides a comparative evaluation of the proposed model with
various baseline models reported in [81]. This approach [81] trains a CRF based
video classification model (asynchronous temporal fields) and evaluates the prediction
performance on 25 equidistant frames by making a multi-label prediction for each of
these frames. The activity localization result is reported in terms of mAP metric on
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Table 4.4: Activity detection results on Charades (in percentage). We report the
results using the same evaluation metric as in [81].
mAP
standard post-process
Random [81] 4.2 4.2
RGB [81] 7.7 8.8
Two-Stream [81] 7.7 10.0
Two-Stream+LSTM [81] 8.3 8.8
Sigurdsson et al. [81] 9.6 12.1
R-C3D (ours) 12.4 12.7
R-C3D +OHEM (ours) 13.0 13.3
these frames. For a fair comparison, we map our activity segment prediction to 25
equidistant frames and evaluate using the same mAP evaluation metric. A second
evaluation strategy proposed in this work relies on a post-processing stage where
the frame level predictions are averaged across 20 frames leading to more spatial
consistency. As shown in the Table 4.4, our R-C3D model without OHEM training
outperforms the asynchronous temporal fields model proposed in [81] as well as the
different baselines reported in the same paper. While the improvement over the
standard method is as high as 2.8%, the improvement after the post-processing is not
as high. One possible reason could be that our end-to-end fully convolutional model
captures the spatial consistency implicitly without requiring any manually-designed
post-processing. Employing hard mining improves the activity detection results of
R-C3D model by around 0.6% in both standard and post-processing settings.
One of the major challenges of this dataset is the presence of a large number
of temporally overlapping activities. The results show that our model is capable of
handling such scenarios to some extent. This is achieved by the ability of the proposal
subnet to produce possibly overlapping activity proposals and is further facilitated by
the segment offset regression per activity class. Figure 4·4 shows some representative
qualitative results of R-C3D model from one video in this dataset.
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Holding a book (0.6s, 36.0s, 0.48)
Opening a book (0s, 3.2s, 0.48)
Opening a book (0.0s, 3.7s)
Holding a book (0.0s, 39.7s)
Watching/Reading/Looking at a book (0.0s, 36.3s)
Opening a door (35.0s, 41.1s)
Closing a book (32.3s, 37.3s)
Walking through a doorway (37.1s, 41.6s)
Grasping onto a doorknob (34.6s, 41.6s)
Watching/Reading/Looking at a book (9.2s, 36.9s, 0.46)
GT
Ours
Opening a book (18.4s, 28.7s, 0.41) Closing a book (31.5s, 36.1s, 0.32)
Walking through a doorway
(37.7s, 42.4s, 0.32)
Figure 4·4: Qualitative visualization of the predicted activities on Charades dataset
by R-C3D (best viewed in color). Ground truth activity segments are marked in black.
Predicted activity segments are marked in green for correct predictions and in red for
wrong ones. Predicted activities with tIoU more than 0.5 are considered as correct.
Corresponding start-end times and confidence score are shown inside brackets.
4.2.4 Activity Detection Speed
Table 4.5: Activity detection speed during inference.
FPS
S-CNN [79] 60
DAP [16] 134.1
R-C3D (ours on Titan X Maxwell) 569
R-C3D (ours on Titan X Pascal) 1030
R-C3D+OHEM (ours on Titan X Pascal) 1030
In this section, we compare detection speed of our model with two other state-
of-the-art methods. The comparison results are shown in Table 4.5. S-CNN [79]
uses a time-consuming sliding window strategy and predicts at 60 fps. DAP [16]
incorporates a proposal prediction step on top of LSTM and predicts at 134.1 fps.
R-C3D constructs the proposal and classification pipeline in an end-to-end fashion
and these two stages share the features making it significantly faster. The speed
of execution is 569 fps on a single Titan-X (Maxwell) GPU for the proposal and
classification stages together. On the upgraded Titan-X (Pascal) GPU, our inference
speed reaches even higher (1030 fps). One of the reasons of the speedup of R-C3D
over DAP may come from the fact that the LSTM recurrent architecture in DAP
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takes time to unroll, while R-C3D directly accepts a wide range of frames as input
and the convolutional features are shared by the proposal and classification subnets.
OHEM extension of R-C3D maintains almost the same activity detection speed as
the original R-C3D model, since inferences in both models are essentially the same.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we introduce R-C3D, the first end-to-end proposal and classification
network for temporal activity detection. We propose a strategy for training R-C3D
model based on online hard example mining which improves the detection perfor-
mance and saves the time for hyper-parameter tuning. We evaluate our approach
on three large-scale datasets with very diverse characteristics, and demonstrate that
it can detect activities faster and more accurately than existing models based on
3D Convnets. In the next chapter 5, we utilize this temporal proposal localization
module to build neural network model for dense video captioning.
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Chapter 5
Joint Event Detection and Description in
Continuous Video Streams
The goal of automatic video description is to tell a story about events happening
in a video. While early video description methods produced captions for short clips
that were manually segmented to contain a single event of interest [15, 96, 97, 119],
more recently dense video captioning [45] has been proposed to both segment distinct
events in time and describe them in a series of coherent sentences. Figure 1·3 shows
an example of this task for a weight-lifting video. This problem is a generalization of
dense image region captioning [38, 117] and has many practical applications, such as
generating textual summaries for the visually impaired, or detecting and describing
important events in surveillance footage.
There are several key challenges in dense video captioning: accurately detecting
the start and end of each event, recognizing the type of activity and objects involved,
and translating this knowledge into a fluent natural language sentence. The context of
the past and future sentences must also be taken into account to construct coherent
stories. In [45], the authors proposed using two sets of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs). The proposal RNN encodes convolutional features from input frames and
proposes the start and end time of temporal activity segments. The separate two-
layer captioning RNN receives the state vector of each activity proposal and decodes
it into a sentence.
One issue with the existing approach [45] is that using the accumulated state
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vector of the proposal RNN to represent the visual content of a proposed segment
may be inaccurate. Each state vector of the proposal RNN is used to predict a set of
variable length temporal proposals, while this set of proposals use the same RNN state
vector as proposal feature representation. Instead, we want to more precisely capture
the activity feature by considering only the frames within that temporal segment.
Another problem is that the temporal segmentation (i.e., proposal generation) stage
and the caption generation stage are separately trained. As a result, errors in sentence
prediction cannot be propagated back to temporal proposal generation. However,
consider Figure 1·3: if the temporal proposal for the sentence “she then lifts it...
before dropping it...” is shortened by a small amount, it would miss the drop part of
the activity, resulting in a wrong caption.
In this chapter, we present a new approach to dense video captioning, the Joint
Event Detection and Description Network (JEDDi-Net). Our model utilizes three-
dimensional convolution to extract video appearance and motion features, which are
sequentially passed to the temporal event proposal network and the captioning net-
work. Notably, the entire network is end-to-end trainable, with feature computation
and temporal segmentation directly influencing captioning loss. For proposal gen-
eration and refinement, we adapt the proposal network introduced by the Region
Convolutional 3D Network (R-C3D) model in Chapter 4 for activity class detec-
tion. The proposal network uses 3D convolutional layers to encode the entire input
video buffer and proposes variable-length temporal segments as potential activities.
Spatio-temporal features are extracted for proposals using 3D Segment-of-Interest
(SoI) pooling from the same convolutional feature maps shared by the proposal stage.
The resulting proposal features are passed along to the captioning module. We expect
to obtain more semantically accurate captioning using this proposal representation,
as compared to using the accumulated RNN state representation for a set of propos-
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als [45].
Our JEDDi-Net also uses a hierarchical recurrent caption generator: the low-level
captioner RNN generates a sentence based on the current proposal’s features and on
the context that is provided by the high-level controller RNN. The captioning model
in [45] also provided context to its sentence generation LSTM module, in the form
of visual features from the past and future weighted by their correlation with the
current proposal’s features. However, the decoded sentences of preceding proposals
may also provide useful context information for decoding the current one. Thus,
inspired by [44, 122], our proposed hierarchical RNN captioning module incorporates
both visual and linguistic context. The high-level controller RNN accumulates context
from visual features and sentences generated so far, and provides it to the low-level
sentence captioning module, which generates the new sentence for the target video
segment.
Contributions: JEDDi-Net can efficiently detect and describe events in long se-
quences of frames, including overlapping events of both long and short duration. We
summarize the key contributions of this chapter as follows:
• an end-to-end model for the dense video captioning task which jointly detects
events and generates their descriptions;
• a novel hierarchical language model that incorporates the visual and language
context for each new caption and considers the relationships between events in
the video;
• a large-scale evaluation showing improved results on the ActivityNet Captions
dataset [45], as well as the first dense video captioning results on the TACoS-
MultiLevel dataset [71].
Roadmap for this chapter
The JEDDi-Net approach is introduced in 5.1. Secs. 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 introduce the
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segment proposal and the hierarchical captioning modules, and Sec. 5.1.3 explains
the end-to-end optimization strategy. Experimental results on two large-scale dense
video captioning datasets - ActivityNet Captions dataset [45] and TACoS-MultiLevel
dataset [71] are presented in Sec. 5.2.
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Figure 5·1: The overall architecture of our proposed Joint Event Detection and
Description Network (JEDDi-Net) consists of two modules. The proposal module
(Sec. 5.1.1) extracts features with 3D convolutional layers (C3D) and uses a Segment
Proposal Network (SPN) to generate candidate segment proposals (see Fig. 5·2 for
details). The hierarchical captioning module (Sec. 5.1.2) contains a controller LSTM
to fuse the visual context Ic and the decoded language context Sp,t−1, and provides
its hidden state hct to the captioner LSTM, which decodes the next sentence. Details
of LSTMs are in Fig. 5·3.
5.1 Approach
Figure 5·1 provides an overview of our proposed JEDDi-Net model. We assume
training data in the form of a video V , which contains a number of ground truth
segments. For each segment, we have its center position c∗ and length l∗ as well as
the words in its caption {wk}k=1...K . The model consists of two main components: a
segment proposal module and a captioning module.
The Proposal Module encodes all input frames in V using a 3D convolutional
network (C3D). Based on the features obtained from the layer conv5b, the Segment
Proposal Network (SPN) proposes temporal segments, classifies them as either po-
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tential events for captioning or background, and regresses their temporal boundaries.
The C3D features Cconv5b for the video V are also encoded via max-pooling as video
context Ic, which is utilized in captioning.
The Hierarchical Captioning Module generates a caption for the tth proposal,
t = 1, . . . , T . This module is composed of a caption-level controller network and
a word-level sentence decoder network, both implemented with LSTMs. The con-
troller network takes the video context vector Ic and the encoding of the previous
sentence Sp,t−1 and provides a single context vector hct as a summary of both visual
and linguistic context. The word-level decoder network takes as input the current
proposal’s features Ip,t and the context vector h
c
t and generates the words w
t
k one by
one. The entire network is trained end-to-end with three jointly optimized loss func-
tions, including the proposal classification loss, the regression loss on the proposal’s
center and length, and cross-entropy loss for word prediction.
5.1.1 Proposal Module
Video Feature Representation: The feature encoding of the input video should
extract semantic appearance and dynamic features, and preserve temporal sequence
information. We employ the C3D architecture [92] to encode the input frames in a
fully-convolutional manner. C3D consists of eight convolutional layers (from conv1a
to conv5b). Convolution and pooling in spatio-temporal space allow us to retain
temporal sequence information within the input video. We represent the sequence
of L RGB video frames of height H and width W as V ∈ R3×L×H×W . The C3D
convolutions encode V into feature maps Cconv5b ∈ R512×L8×H16×W16 (512 is the channel
dimension of the layer conv5b). These feature maps are used to produce the proposal
features Ip,t and video-level visual context Ic.
Segment Proposal Network (SPN): In this step, we predict the activity propos-
als’ start and end times. The accuracy of the proposals’ boundary will affect the
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proposal feature encoding, and will further affect the decoded captions, especially for
short activities. To obtain feature vectors Ctpn ∈ R512×L8×1×1 for predicting propos-
als at each of L/8 time points, we add two 3D convolutional filters with kernel size
3× 3× 3 on top of Cconv5b, followed by a 3D max-pooling filter to remove the spatial
dimension. Proposed segments are predicted around a set of anchor segments [109].
Based on the 512-dimensional feature vector at each temporal location in Ctpn, we
predict a relative offset {δci, δli} to the center location and the length of each an-
chor segment {ci, li}i=1···R, as well as a binary label indicating whether the predicted
proposal contains an activity or not. This is achieved by adding two 1× 1× 1 convo-
lutional layers on top of Ctpn. A detailed diagram of the Segment Proposal Network
(SPN) is shown in Figure 5·2.
Training: To train the binary proposal classifier in the segment proposal network,
we need a training set with positive and negative examples. Only positive examples
contribute to the proposal regression loss. The ground truth segments’ center loca-
tion and length are transformed with respect to the positive anchor segments using
Eq (5.1). We assign an anchor segment a positive label if it 1) overlaps with some
ground-truth activity with temporal Intersection-over-Union (tIoU) higher than 0.7,
or 2) has the highest tIoU overlap with some ground-truth activity. If the anchor
has tIoU overlap lower than 0.3 with all ground-truth activities, then it is given a
negative label. All others are held out from training. We sample balanced batches
with a positive/negative ratio of 1 : 1.
C3D
conv5b 3D max 
pooling
3x3x3 
kernels
3x3x3 
kernels
ctpn
1x1x1 
kernels
1x1x1 
kernels
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Figure 5·2: The structure of the Segment Proposal Network. (Sec. 5.1.1)
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We train the SPN network by jointly optimizing both the binary proposal classifi-
cation and proposal boundary regression. For the ith anchor segment, {ci, li} denotes
the center and the length of the segment and aˆi denotes the predicted probability.
The corresponding ground truth labels are a∗i , c
∗
i , and l
∗
i . Ground truth segments are
transformed with respect to positive anchor segments following the equations below:
δc∗i = (c
∗
i − ci)/li
δl∗i = log(l
∗
i /li).
(5.1)
SPN predicts the offset δcˆi and δlˆi. The cross-entropy loss, denoted as Lcls, is used
for binary proposal classification. The smooth L1 loss [21], Lreg, is used for proposal
boundary regression and defined as
Lreg(x) = 1(|x| < 1)0.5x2 + 1(|x| ≥ 1)(|x| − 0.5) (5.2)
where 1(·) is the indicator function. The joint loss function is given by
Lspn = 1
M
M∑
i=1
Lcls(aˆi, a∗i ) + a∗i
(
Lreg(δcˆi-δc∗i ) + Lreg(δlˆi-δl∗i )
)
(5.3)
where M stands for the number of sampled proposals in the training batch.
At test time, we perform the inverse transformation of Eq (5.1) to find the center
and length of predicted proposals. Then, the proposals are refined via Non-Maximum
Suppression (NMS) with a tIoU threshold of 0.7.
5.1.2 Hierarchical Captioning Module
Proposal Feature Encoding: To compute a visual representation of each proposed
event for the captioning module, we encode predicted proposals into features Ip,t. In
order to encode variable-length proposals, we adopt 3D SoI Pooling, which divides
the shared feature map Cconv5b equally into bins, performs max-pooling within each
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bin, and further feeds it through the fc6 layer of the C3D network [92]. To represent
visual context, we encode the entire input video segment V as a vector IC using a
max pooling layer and the shared fc6 layer.
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Figure 5·3: The structure of LSTMs in the hierarchical captioning module.
(Sec. 5.1.2)
Controller LSTM: To model context between the generated caption sentences,
we adopt a hierarchical LSTM structure. The high-level Controller LSTM encodes
the visual context and sentence decoding history. The low-level Captioning LSTM
decodes every proposal into a caption word by word, while being aware of visual and
language context. Figure 5·3 illustrates this hierarchical structure.
The controller is a single layer LSTM which accepts the visual context vector Ic
and the caption sentence of the previous proposal, encoded as Sp,t−1. The LSTM
hidden state hct of the controller encodes the visual context and the language history,
and serves as a topic vector, which is fed to the sentence captioning LSTM. The
recurrence equations for the controller are given as:f ctict
oct
 = σ
W cfW ci
W co
Sp,t−1Ic
hct−1
+
bcfbci
bco
 (5.4)
c˜t
c = tanh
(
W cc
[
Sp,t−1 Ic hct−1
]
+ bcc
)
(5.5)
cct = i
c
t ⊗ c˜tc + f ct ⊗ cct−1 (5.6)
hct = o
c
t ⊗ tanh(cct) (5.7)
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where ⊗ is component-wise multiplication.
The first hidden state hc0 and the first sentence feature Sp,0 are initialized to zero.
Thus, only visual features are used for decoding the first proposal. At training time,
ground truth segments are sorted by ascending end time and their captions’ encodings
are fed to the controller LSTM in sequence. At test time, we sort the predicted
proposals by their end times and decode them sequentially. For the encoding of the
previous caption Sp,t−1, we experimented with two encoding methods: the mean-
pooling of word vectors, or the last hidden state of the captioner LSTM. Preliminary
experiments found no obvious differences in performance, so we adopt mean-pooling
for simplicity.
Sentence Captioning LSTM: We design a two-layer LSTM network for decoding
proposals into captions. The first layer focuses on learning the word sequence encoding
and the second layer focuses on learning the fusion of visual and language information
and context. Each sentence is given a maximum lengthK, and is padded if it is shorter
than K words. As input to the first layer, each word is represented using word vectors
wtk. The hidden state of the first layer LSTM, h
(1)
k , is fed to the second layer LSTM,
along with the proposal features Ip,t and the context vector h
c
t from the controller
LSTM. The recurrence equations for the second layer LSTM are given as follows:
fkik
ok
 = σ

WfWi
Wo


h
(1)
k
Ip,t
hct
h
(2)
k−1
+
bfbi
bo

 (5.8)
c˜k = tanh
(
Wc
[
h
(1)
k Ip,t h
c
t h
(2)
k−1
]
+ bc
)
(5.9)
ck = ik ⊗ c˜k + fk ⊗ ck−1 (5.10)
hk = ok ⊗ tanh(ck) (5.11)
The hidden state h
(2)
k goes through a softmax and is used to predict the word at
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the kth position in the caption. We optimize the normalized log likelihood over all
T ground truth proposals and all K unrolled timesteps in the sentence captioning
module:
Lcaption = − 1
KT
∑
t,k
logP (wtk|Ip,t, hct , wt1, ..., wtk−1). (5.12)
5.1.3 End-to-End Optimization
JEDDi-Net can be trained end-to-end with the proposal and hierarchical captioning
modules optimized jointly. The overall loss is as follows; we set λ = 1.
Ltotal = Lspn + λLcaption (5.13)
Our end-to-end training allows us to propagate gradient information back to the
underlying C3D network and optimize the convolutional filters for better proposal
features and visual context encoding. In activity detection, multiple positive and
negative proposals are generated according to tIoU thresholds with ground truth seg-
ments in a single video and selectively form balanced training mini-batches. In dense
captioning, however, a video contains only a few ground-truth captions. Further, the
same captions always appear together in the same mini-batch with one video as input
during end-to-end training. We find the lack of diversity to severely disrupt proper
optimization.
We propose a more effective training strategy. We first extract intermediate
ground truth segment features from the pretrained SPN and C3D classification net-
works. We then shuffle these and form a relatively large training batch with diverse
captions to pre-train the captioning module. After pretraining, the entire network is
trained end-to-end following the conventional strategy with a reduced learning rate.
In the experimental section, we show substantial performance improvements after
end-to-end training compared to the separately trained models. In the next section,
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we present experimental results illustrating the benefits of end-to-end training on
both proposal prediction and caption generation.
5.2 Experiments
We evaluate JEDDi-Net on the large-scale ActivityNet Captions dataset proposed
by [45] using the conventional Area Under the Average Recall (AR) vs Average Num-
ber of Proposals per Video (AN) Curve (AUC) with tIoU threshold 0.8. When eval-
uating captions, we follow [45] by computing the average precision (BLEU [65], ME-
TEOR [6], CIDEr [94] and ROUGE L [48]) across tIoU thresholds of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9
for the top 1000 proposals. In addition, we report results on the TACoS-MultiLevel
dataset [71].
5.2.1 Experiments on ActivityNet Captions Dataset
Dataset and Setup: The ActivityNet Captions dataset [45] with around 20k videos
are split into training, validation and testing with a 50%/25%/25% ratio. Each video
contains at least two ground truth segments and each segment is paired with one
ground truth caption. We keep all the words that appear at least 5 times. The height
H and width W of all input frames are set to 112 each following [92]. We set the
number of frames L to 768, breaking the arbitrary length input video into 768 frame
chunks and zero-padding if necessary. The maximum caption length is set to 30,
which covers over 97% of captions in the training set. We sample frames at 3 fps and
set the number of anchor segment scales to be 36 to generate candidate proposals1.
In the hierarchical captioning module, we set the hidden state dimension to 20 in the
controller LSTM and 512 in the captioner LSTMs.
We train the SPN using the temporal annotation of ground truth segments in the
1Specifically, we chose the following anchor scales based on cross-validation -
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,14,16,20,24,28,32,40,48,56,64,66,68,70,72,74,76,78,80,82,84,86,88,90,92,94,96].
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ActivityNet Captions dataset with Sports-1M pretrained C3D weight initialized [92].
We also extract fc6 features for ground truth proposals from pretrained SPN, shuffle
the proposal features and paired ground truth captions, and form batches of size
32 to train the captioner LSTM from scratch. The pretrained SPN and captioner
LSTM will serve as initialization weights for our end-to-end model. We refer our full
JEDDi-Net which is jointly trained for SPN and hierarchical captioning modules as
‘JEDDi-Net(joint training with context)’. After removing the controller LSTM of
the hierarchical captioning module in ‘JEDDi-Net(joint training with context)’, we
refer this ablation model as ‘JEDDi-Net(joint training)’. To show the effectiveness of
end-to-end training in our model, we extract proposal features from the separately
trained SPN and decode captions using the separately trained captioner LSTM, and
refer to this model as ‘JEDDi-Net(separate training)’.
Table 5.1: Proposal evaluation results on ActivityNet Captions dataset (in percent-
age). AUC at tIoU threshold 0.8 and average AUC at tIoU thresholds α ∈ (0.5, 0.95)
with step 0.05 are reported.
α = 0.8 α ∈ (0.5, 0.95)
DAP [45] 30 -
multi-scale DAP [45] 38 -
pretrain SPN 57.75 57.12
JEDDi-Net(joint training) 59.13 58.70
JEDDi-Net(joint training w/ context) 58.21 58.24
Proposal Evaluation: The proposal evaluation result is shown in Table 5.1. The
dense video captioning model in [45] uses DAP [16] as its proposal network, extends
DAP to a multi-scale version and shows improved proposal results in AUC at tIoU
0.8. Our pretrained SPN model achieves 57.75% at tIoU 0.8 in AUC, 19.75% higher
than [45], indicating our superior ability to segment events of interest. Following
the traditional evaluation of the temporal localization task in ActivityNet, we also
report the average AUC result across ten different tIoU thresholds uniformly dis-
tributed between 0.5 and 0.95 with 1000 proposals per video. The average AUC for
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our pretrained SPN is 57.12%, which is on par with tIoU at 0.8, indicating robust
performance of SPN across different tIoUs. End-to-end training improves proposal
detection when compared with the pretrained SPN.
Table 5.2: Dense video captioning results on ActivityNet Captions dataset (in per-
centage). The average Bleu 1-4 (B1-B4), METEOR (M), CIDEr (C) and ROUGE L
(R) across tIoU thresholds of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 are reported.
Model B1 B2 B3 B4 M C R
R. Krishna et al. [45]
(no context) 12.23 3.48 2.1 0.88 3.76 12.34 -
R. Krishna et al. [45]
(with context) 17.95 7.69 3.86 2.20 4.82 17.29 -
JEDDi-Net
(separate training) 16.72 6.65 2.65 1.07 7.37 14.65 16.47
JEDDi-Net
(joint training) 19.27 8.69 3.78 1.54 8.30 19.81 18.86
JEDDi-Net
(joint training w/ context) 19.97 9.10 4.06 1.63 8.58 19.88 19.63
JEDDi-Net
on test server - - - - 8.81 - -
Table 5.3: Dense video captioning results at different tIoU thresholds α on Ac-
tivityNet Captions dataset (in percentage). The Bleu 1-4 (B1-B4), METEOR (M),
CIDEr (C), and ROUGE L (R) at different tIoU thresholds α are reported for our
JEDDi-Net(joint training with context) with greedy search decoding.
α B1 B2 B3 B4 M C R
0.3 19.72 8.84 4.04 1.65 8.44 13.40 19.80
0.5 20.31 9.26 4.22 1.71 8.75 16.53 20.41
0.7 20.86 9.70 4.37 1.76 8.97 21.52 20.74
0.9 19.00 8.60 3.61 1.39 8.17 28.09 17.57
average α ∈
(0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9) 19.97 9.10 4.06 1.63 8.58 19.88 19.63
Dense Captioning Evaluation: The average dense video captioning results across
four tIoUs using the evaluation code released by [45] are shown in Table 5.2. We
list the two baseline results from [45], the model without visual context and the one
with visual context. Our first ‘JEDDi-Net(separate training)’ model without end-
to-end training already achieves reasonable results with a METEOR score 2.55%
higher than the best context model in [45]. This indicates that our decoded captions
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are more semantically meaningful and closer to human descriptions. These results
further motivate our proposal feature encoding method, which employs 3D SoI pool-
ing directly on the conv features of the input video segment, rather than using the
LSTM hidden state for a set of proposals. Our ‘JEDDi-Net(separate training)’ and
‘JEDDi-Net(joint training)’ models without context do better than [45]’s ‘no context’
model on all evaluation metrics. After end-to-end training, both ‘JEDDi-Net(joint
training)’ and ‘JEDDi-Net(joint training with context)’ improve on all evaluation
metrics compared to ‘JEDDi-Net(separate training)’. This shows the benefits of joint
parameter training for dense video captioning. Our ‘JEDDi-Net(joint training with
context)’ model that incorporates visual and language context further improves all
the language evaluation metrics compared to the no context version.
Our full model outperforms the context model in [45] on all evaluation metrics
except for Bleu 4. In particular, we achieve a 78% relative improvement on METEOR,
the only metric used by the test server. The reason for lower Bleu 4 might be that we
did not leverage the power of beam search due to limited computational resources. We
decoded the captions with greedy search (in Table 5.2), selecting the most probable
word at each timestep. Experiments in several papers [17, 98] show that beam search
can improve some evaluation metrics, especially Bleu 3 and Bleu 4.
Applying the same JEDDi-Net(joint training with context) on the test server
yields an average METEOR score of 8.81%, which is on the same level as the average
METEOR score 8.58% on the validation set. This demonstrates that our model
generalizes well to unseen data.
Table 5.3 shows all the evaluation metrics for all the four tIoUs in details for our
‘JEDDi-Net(joint training with context)’. As tIoU α increases from 0.3 to 0.7, Bleu 1-
4, METEOR and ROUGE L increase steadily, with the highest scores at α = 0.7.
The reason might be that our SPN network is trained with tIoU greater than 0.7 as
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positive examples, and tested with post processed NMS at 0.7. However, Bleu 1-4,
METEOR and ROUGE L decrease significantly at tIoU 0.9, possibly because much
fewer proposals have been left for evaluation using the tIoU 0.9 criterion. The CIDEr
metric is consistently improved across tIoU α values from 0.3 to 0.9, which indicates
the sensitivity of the CIDEr score to the number of evaluation proposals. CIDEr
measures the diversity of the captions. When a small subset of proposals is kept with
higher tIoU, the captions are more diverse and the CIDEr score is higher, and vice
versa.
JEDDi-Net (ours)                                                 Ground Truth
A: A man is standing in a kitchen talking to         A: A man is standing behind a bar with several
     a camera.                  bottles of drinks.
B: The man pours a glass of ice and pours         B: He fills a cup with ice and pours all the  
     it into a glass.                  ingredients into the glass.
C: The man then puts the drink into the glass     C: He takes out another glass and pours the drink 
     and pours it into the glass.                                   into the new glass and places a straw into it.
JEDDi-Net (ours)                                                 Ground Truth
A: A person is seen walking down a gym            A: A man is seen sitting before a large mat with  
     with a large group of people on the side.            another person laying in the background.
B: The man then jumps into the air and               B+C: The man then runs down the mats on stilts
     begins to jump around the mat.                                and jumps over a large mat.
C: The man then jumps off the mat and walks away.
A B C
A B C
Figure 5·4: Qualitative visualization of the predicted dense captions by JEDDi-
Net (best viewed in color) on ActivityNet captions dataset.
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We show two videos with predicted dense captions from JEDDi-Net as qualitative
examples from the ActivityNet Captions dataset in Figure 5·4. Our model generates
continuous and fluent descriptions of the activities of jumping over the mat and
making a cocktail, taking context into account. We note that the ground truth
caption for segment A in the first video is “A man is seen...”, while our prediction
is “A person is seen...”. Though these two 4-grams have the same meaning in this
video, such predictions will not be counted as positive in the Bleu 4 score, indicating
a potential reason for the lower value.
5.2.2 Experiments on TACoS-MultiLevel Dataset
Dataset and Setup: The TACoS-MultiLevel dataset [71] contains cooking videos
with the start and end times for captions and activity labels, which can be used for
dense video captioning. Compared to ActivityNet Captions, TACoS-MultiLevel has
more ground truth annotations per video with an average of 284 sentences per video.
We use the same 143/42 video split for training and testing as in [122]. All words
are kept in the vocabulary and the maximum caption length is set to 15. Frames
are sampled at 5 fps. Other settings are identical with the ActivityNet Captions
experiments. We evaluate three ablated models on proposal detection and caption
generation.
Table 5.4: Proposal evaluation results on TACoS-MultiLevel dataset, showing AUC
at tIoU threshold 0.8 and average AUC at tIoUs α ∈ (0.5, 0.95) with step 0.05.
α = 0.8 α ∈ (0.5, 0.95)
pretrain SPN 36.88 41.90
JEDDi-Net(joint training) 36.85 43.30
JEDDi-Net(joint training w/ context) 36.31 43.23
Results: Table 5.4 shows results of proposal evaluation. We also observe the im-
provement of proposal detection after end-to-end training. The average AUC for
both ‘JEDDi-Net(joint training)’ and ‘JEDDi-Net(joint training with context)’ im-
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Table 5.5: Dense video captioning results on TACoS-MultiLevel dataset (in per-
centage). The average Bleu 1-4 (B1-B4), METEOR (M), CIDEr (C) and ROUGE L
(R) across tIoU thresholds of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 are reported.
models B1 B2 B3 B4 M C R
JEDDi-Net
(separate training) 45.2 32.3 19.7 13.1 20.7 65.4 46.2
JEDDi-Net
(joint training) 48.7 36.4 24.6 17.4 23.3 99.7 50.0
JEDDi-Net
(joint training w/ context) 49.2 37.1 25.2 18.1 23.9 104.0 50.9
prove compared with the pretrained SPN, while AUC at tIoU 0.8 stays almost the
same.
Table 5.5 shows results for caption generation averaged across four tIoUs. No
dense captioning results have been previously reported on this dataset, so ours is the
first set of such results. The previously reported trimmed video captioning results can
be considered as the upper bound for our task on the same annotations, as it is noted
in [45]. TACoS-MultiLevel dataset [71] reports a Bleu 4 value of 27.5% for trimmed
video captioning, which can be seen as the upper bound of our reported Bleu 4
value with the consideration of tIoU overlaps. Compared to ‘JEDDi-Net(separate
training)’, all evaluation metrics for both ‘JEDDi-Net(joint training)’ and ‘JEDDi-
Net(joint training with context)’ improve after end-to-end training, which indicates
the benefits of our approach. Also ‘JEDDi-Net(joint training with context)’ further
improves all evaluation metrics through modelling of visual and language context in
the hierarchical captioning module, compared to ‘JEDDi-Net(joint training)’ without
explicitly modeling context.
Figure 5·5 provides two examples of video predictions from TACoS-MultiLevel
dataset. Though JEDDi-Net missed some objects in the generated captions like “a
measuring cup”, JEDDi-Net could still provide fine-grained descriptions of certain
activities involving small objects such as the orange and the egg. The network likely
benefited from learning object representations from the captions in end-to-end train-
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A B C D
JEDDi-Net (ours)                                              Ground Truth
A: The person took a knife from the drawer.    A: The person took a knife from the drawer.
B: The person cut the orange in half.               B: The person placed one half of the orange on the                     
             top of the juicer.
C: The person juiced the orange half.              C: The person juiced an orange half using the juicer.
D: The person put the peel in the trash.           D: The person threw the orange rind into the trash.
JEDDi-Net (ours)                                                     Ground Truth
A: The person entered the kitchen.                         A: The person entered the kitchen.
B: The person took out a drawer.                            B: The person took out a measuring cup.
C: The person took an egg from the refrigerator.    C: The person took an egg from the refrigerator.
D: The person put the egg in the bowl.                   D: The person put the egg-white in one glass.
E: The person placed the egg back on the counter.E: The person threw the shell in the garbage.
A B C D E
Figure 5·5: Qualitative visualization of the predicted dense captions by JEDDi-
Net (best viewed in color) on TACoS-MultiLevel dataset.
ing.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed JEDDi-Net, an end-to-end deep neural network designed
to perform dense video captioning, and introduced an optimization strategy for train-
ing it end-to-end. The visual and language context is incorporated by the controller
in the hierarchical captioning module, to provide context for decoding each proposal
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rather than training and decoding each proposal independently. Experiments on the
diverse ActivityNet Captions dataset consisting of YouTube videos show significant
improvements in multiple metrics compared to previous models. We also provide
the first dense video captioning result on the TACoS-MultiLevel dataset of cooking
videos, demonstrating the generalizability of our method. In dense video captioning
it tries to detect anything interesting inside the video and describe each segment,
while in certain cases we only want to navigate to the temporal segment that we are
interested in. In the next chapter 6, we look into another video task with localization
component, text-to-clip video retrieval, which requires to retrieve the most relevant
temporal segment corresponding to the input query sentence.
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Chapter 6
Text-to-Clip Video Retrieval with Early
Fusion and Re-Captioning
Temporal localization of events or activities of interest is a key problem in computer
vision, and recently there has been increased interest in specifying the queries directly
using natural language. In this chapter, we focus on solving the task of retrieving
temporal segments in untrimmed video through natural language queries, or simply,
“text-to-clip.” A commonly adopted pipeline in existing solutions first generates
candidate clips from videos and then retrieves nearest neighbors of the sentence query
in those candidates, using a learned similarity metric. This similarity metric is what
we focus on improving in this chapter.
A general recipe for solving cross-modal retrieval tasks, such as text-to-clip, is
to learn a common vector embedding space, project objects in different modalities
(e.g. sentences and video clips) separately into this space, and compute standard
similarity metrics. We refer to this as a late fusion approach, since information is
not shared in the embedding processes. Although late fusion approaches are quite
successful in many cross-modal tasks, we argue that for the fine-grained text-to-
clip task, there is valuable sentence structure that does not get preserved by this
approach. Specifically, the sentence embedding is usually generated by pooling the
hidden states of a recurrent neural network, such as a Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM), which is used to model the sentence. This essentially gives a representation
that is averaged over the time dimension, which is not likely to capture fine-grained
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Figure 6·1: We are interested in using natural language descriptions to retrieve
events in untrimmed video. This problem is usually solved by a late fusion approach
by learning a common vector embedding space. Instead, we propose an early fusion
model that better preserves detailed sentence structure. Our model additionally ben-
efits from a multi-task formulation that adds video captioning as a auxiliary task,
using the retrieved video clip to re-generate the sentence query.
sentence structure. Even with attention mechanisms that weight the contributions of
each word differently, without access to the visual content, it would be difficult for
the attention mechanism to “anticipate” the visual content and adjust the weights
accordingly.
We propose a novel early fusion approach for text-to-clip. Instead of embedding
sentences and video clips separately to vectors, our learned similarity metric allows
for more structured inference in the language modality. Specifically, we learn an
integrated LSTM model that recurrently processes the query sentence, conditioned
on the visual feature embedding, and produces a nonlinear similarity score in the end.
Importantly, this model can potentially learn to associate each word in the sentence
query with the proposal visual features within a video, which is not possible in a
late fusion model. Experimentally, early fusion significantly improves over late fusion
approaches.
We also improve the learned similarity metric through a novel multi-task formu-
lation. This is inspired by the fact that the inverse task of text-to-clip, dense video
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captioning [45], is also a valuable task that shares a demand for cross-modal feature
fusion. Therefore, we conjecture that learning shared feature representations in one
task is likely to help the other. We thus add video captioning as an auxiliary task
alongside text-to-clip, and demonstrate further improved retrieval performance.
Beside of a good similarity metric, solving the text-to-clip task also requires a tem-
poral localization component in the pipeline, for initially proposing candidate clips.
For this component, differently from existing work that employ computationally-
expensive sliding windows or handcrafted heuristics, we first adopt an accurate tem-
poral segment proposal network from the R-C3D model [109], originally designed
for activity detection. However, as opposed to temporal activity detection and dense
video captioning which try to detect anything interesting inside the video, text-to-clip
retrieval only requires to detect the segment relevant to the input query. We further
explore query-guided segment proposal network to generate proposals relevant to the
input language queries. The query-guided segment proposal network tries to generate
query relevant proposals by re-weighting the video encoding features at each temporal
location, and the re-weighting weights are derived from the similarity scores of the
input query encoding and the original video features at each temporal location. Our
full model with query-guided proposals achieves state-of-the-art retrieval performance
on two challenging benchmarks: Charades-STA [19] and ActivityNet Captions [45].
Contributions: We make the following contributions in this chapter:
• take an early fusion approach to tackle the text-to-clip retrieval task, modeling
fine-grained structure in the query;
• leverage the captioning task to learn better shared feature representations and
improve retrieval performance;
• incorporate queries into the segment proposal network to generate query rele-
vant proposals for the specific proposal requirement in text-to-clip retrieval;
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Figure 6·2: Our goal is to retrieve the clip R in video V that best corresponds to
query sentence S. Left: We use the segment proposal network in R-C3D [109] to
generate candidate clips and extract visual features f(R). Right: In the baseline late
fusion model, the sentence feature f(S) is formed by pooling the hidden states from
a sentence embedding LSTM, and similarity is computed between embedding vectors
f(S) and f(R). Our early fusion model uses an additional LSTM layer, conditioned
on f(R) at each step, to directly predict the similarity score σ(S,R).
• extensive evaluations on two recent datasets demonstrating the effectiveness of
our proposed approach.
Roadmap for this chapter
Our proposed approach is introduced in Sec. 6.1. The original segment proposal net-
work from R-C3D model is briefly recapped in Sec. 6.1.1. We then describe our early
fusion model in Sec. 6.1.2, and contrast it with late fusion. Next, Sec. 6.1.3 introduces
a multi-task formulation that adds captioning as an auxiliary task. In Sec. 6.1.4 we
incorporate query into segment proposal network to generate query relevant propos-
als. Finally, implementation details are discussed in Sec. 6.1.5. Experimental results
on two large-scale text-to-clip retrieval datasets - Charades-STA dataset [19] and
ActivityNet Captions dataset [45] are presented in Sec. 6.2.
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6.1 Approach
We propose a novel approach for temporal activity localization and retrieval based
on input language queries, or the text-to-clip task. This is posed as a cross-modal
retrieval problem. Our key idea is to integrate language and vision more closely before
computing a match, using an early fusion scheme and a multi-task formulation that
re-generates the caption.
We first define the cross-modal retrieval problem we are solving. Given an untrimmed
video V and a sentence query S, the goal is to retrieve a temporal segment (clip) R in
V that best corresponds to S. In other words, we learn a mapping FRET : (V, S) 7→ R.
At training time, we are given a set of annotated videos {V1, V2, . . . , VN}. For each
video Vi, its annotation is a set of matching sentence-clip pairs Ai = {(Sij, Rij)}nij=1,
where Sij is a sentence, and clip Rij = (t
0
ij, t
1
ij) is represented as a pair of timestamps
that define its start and end. We tackle the retrieval problem through learning a
similarity score σ(S,R) ∈ R that measures how well S and R match each other. At
test time, given V and S, the retrieval problem is formulated as
R∗ = arg max
R∈V
σ(R, S). (6.1)
On the other hand, the dense video captioning task involves generating sentence
descriptions for densely generated temporal segments in video. It can be formulated
as an inverse task: FCAP : (V,R) 7→ S, assuming a mechanism for generating the
temporal segments R is available. A typical solution is to train a recurrent neural
network that predicts each word in the sentence sequentially, conditioned on the visual
features extracted from R in V .
We will link these two tasks in our proposed model. Unlike current clip retrieval
models, video captioning models integrate visual features with language at the word
level. This inspires our early fusion architecture, as well as the addition of captioning
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as an auxiliary loss. But first, we describe the shared component, the Segment Pro-
posal Network, used to generate the set of temporal segments R. Later we introduce
the query-guided Segment Proposal Network which generates query relevant temporal
segments for text-to-clip retrieval.
6.1.1 Segment Proposal Network
For unconstrained localization in videos, it is important to generate variable-length
candidate temporal segments for further processing. However, generating exhaustive
multiscale sliding windows in videos is computationally expensive, and we need a
selective strategy. We employ a segment proposal network (SPN), similar to the one
used in R-C3D [109] for action localization.
Figure 6·2 (left) depicts the segment proposal network. Given input video V , the
segment proposal network first encodes all input frames in V using a 3D convolutional
network (C3D). Then, variable-length segment proposals are obtained by predicting
a relative offset to the center location and the length of a set of predefined anchor
segments. To compute a visual representation of each proposal R, we encode predicted
proposals into features f(R) by 3D Region of Interest Pooling, and the fc6 layer of
the C3D network [92].
6.1.2 Early Fusion Retrieval Model
In this section, we introduce our retrieval model using early fusion, utilizing the
proposals from the segment proposal network. Before that, we first describe a retrieval
model that uses late fusion, which will serve as a baseline to our model later.
In the baseline late-fusion model, illustrated in Fig. 6·2 (left), proposal video
segments and query sentences are embedded into a common vector embedding space,
where similarity between vectors can be measured. To compute the sentence feature
f(S), a common strategy is to take the word embeddings {wt}Tt=1 of each word in
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S, and feed them into a sentence embedding LSTM. Then, f(S) is pooled from the
hidden states of the embedding LSTM, which can simply be the last hidden state,
or more generally a weighted average. Next, a retrieval loss is applied to enforce
ranking constraints on the similarity measure, such that ground truth sentence-clip
pairs always score the highest.
The drawback of the late fusion model is that the sentence is represented in a
holistic manner. As a result, fine-grained word sequence information is lost by the
time the video and language features are fused together to compute similarity. We
now introduce our early fusion model that mitigates this problem.
As also shown in Fig. 6·2 (right), our early fusion model takes the form of a two-
layer LSTM, where the first layer is the previous sentence embedding LSTM. In the
second layer, the visual feature embedding is used as input at each step, along with
hidden states from the sentence embedding LSTM. The final hidden state is passed
through additional layers to predict a scalar similarity value. We note that this is not
simply an increase in the number of learnable parameters in the model, but brings
additional structure into the similarity metric: since each word in the sentence now
can interact with the visual feature, the model can learn to associate each word with
a different part of visual feature. We do not explicitly use attention mechanisms to
enforce such behavior, but instead let the LSTM learn in a data-driven manner.
In this work, we use a triplet-based retrieval loss (also called pairwise ranking
loss [34]), which has shown good performance in metric learning tasks [30, 74]. Specif-
ically, we take triplets of the form (S,R,R′) where (S,R) is a matching sentence-clip
pair, and R′ is some clip sampled from a negative set N (S) that does not match S.
Note that R′ can either come from the same video as R with a low overlap, or a
different video. The loss encourages the similarity score between the matching pair,
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σ(S,R), to be greater than σ(S,R′) by some margin η > 0:
LRET =
∑
(S,R)
∑
R′∈N (S)
max{0, η + σ(S,R′)− σ(S,R)}. (6.2)
For the late fusion model, σ(S,R) is computed as the cosine similarity between em-
bedding vectors f(S) and f(R), i.e. σ(S,R) = 〈f(S),f(R)〉‖f(S)‖‖f(R)‖ . In our early fusion model,
σ(S,R) is directly predicted by the LSTM.
6.1.3 Captioning as Auxiliary Task
After defining the retrieval model, we now seek to gain additional benefit from multi-
tasking, specifically, by adding a captioning loss.
A motivation for the multi-task formulation is that captioning serves as verifica-
tion for retrieval: if a separate model is able to re-generate the query sentence from
the retrieved video clip, then it verifies the correctness of retrieval, in the sense that all
necessary semantic meaning is retained in the visual representations. Moreover, it is
observed in the captioning literature that captioning models can implicitly learn fea-
tures and attention mechanisms to associate spatial/spatiotemporal regions to words
in the captions [66]. Conversely, we also expect such mechanisms to benefit retrieval,
since a model would be able to look for features/regions associated with words in the
input query.
With the reasoning above, we now add a captioning loss into the training of the
early-fusion retrieval model. Note that the paired sentence-clip annotation format
in the text-to-clip task allows us to easily add captioning capabilities to our LSTM
model. Specifically, we require the top-layer LSTM to re-generate the input query
sentence, conditioned on the proposal’s visual features f(R) at each step. When
generating word wt at step t, the hidden state from the previous step in the sentence
embedding LSTM, h
(1)
t−1, is used as input. We use a standard captioning loss that
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maximizes the normalized log likelihood of the words generated at all T unrolled
time steps, over all K ground truth matching sentence-clip pairs:
LCAP = − 1
KT
K∑
k=1
Tk∑
t=1
logP (wkt |f(R), h(2)t−1, wk1 , ..., wkt−1). (6.3)
With our early fusion approach, we can ensure that gradients from both losses
reach the same set of underlying layers, and act on the visual and sentence represen-
tations at the same time. The early fusion model with multi-task loss is illustrated
in Fig. 6·3.
LSTM LSTM LSTM ... 
h1h0 hTf (R)
w1 wT
LSTM LSTM LSTM ... 
LRET
σ (S,R)
LCAP
FC
 
FC
 
w1 w2
<START>
<END>
Figure 6·3: Our early fusion model with multi-task loss. We add a captioning loss
LCAP to our top-layer LSTM, which enforces it to re-generate the input sentence
query as a caption for the retrieved video clip. This serves as a verification for the
retrieval task, and also helps to learn better fusion features, resulting in improved
retrieval performance.
6.1.4 Query Guided Segment Proposal Network
The original segment proposal network from R-C3D [109] in Sec. 6.1.1 only relies
on the video feature encoding to propose candidate segments which might contain
interesting events. In order to meet the needs of retrieving the most relevant segment
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Figure 6·4: The structure of the query-guided Segment Proposal Network.
to the input query in the video for the text-to-clip task, we incorporate the query
embedding into the segment proposal network to generate query relevant proposals.
Figure 6·4 shows the structure of the query-guided Segment Proposal Network.
Figure 6·4 (bottom) shows the original Segment Proposal Network in Sec. 6.1.1. At
the top of Figure 6·4, each query is embedded into one feature vector using LSTM
hidden state and makes matrix product with the video feature encoding at each tem-
poral location to get a similarity score matrix. Then the score matrix is max pooled
over the query dimension and applied a TanH function to get a score distribution (at-
tention weights) for each temporal location in the visual encoding. Each score in the
score distribution is used to regulate the video feature encoding at the corresponding
temporal location by multiplying the score with all the values in the channel.
This series of operations are similar to the operations used by “Word Guided
Spatial Attention in the First Hop” in Sec. 3.1.1 without the final sum operation after
weighted multiplication. Here the motivation is using the query embedding to regulate
the video feature embedding to generate query relevant proposals instead of forming
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a vector feature representation using attention, thus omitting the last sum operation
in attention mechanism. The incorporation of query can be added in several options,
e.g. after the conv5b layer/the first convolutional layer/the second convolutional
layer, and we have experimented with these options in Sec. 6.2.1. Figure 6·4 shows
one option after the first convolutional layer.
6.1.5 Implementation Details
Our multi-task model optimizes a weighted combination of retrieval loss and caption-
ing loss, with a weighting parameter λ:
L = LRET + λLCAP. (6.4)
We choose λ = 0.5 through cross-validation. The margin parameter η is set to 0.2
in the retrieval loss LRET. During training, each minibatch contains 32 matching
sentence-clip pairs sampled from the training set, which are then used to construct
triplets. We use the Adam optimizer [43] with learning rate 0.001 and early stopping
on the validation set, for 30 epochs in total.
For the sentence embedding LSTM, we use word2vec [59] as the input word rep-
resentation. The word embeddings are 300-dimensional, and are trained from scratch
on each dataset. The hidden state size of the LSTM is set to 512. The size of common
embedding space in the late fusion retrieval model is 1024.
For the early fusion model, which outputs a nonlinear similarity score, we take the
hidden state corresponding to the last word in the second LSTM, and pass it through
two fully-connected (FC) layers to produce a scalar value σ, as shown in Fig. 6·3. The
two FC layers reduce the dimensionality from 512 to 64 to 1. A sigmoid activation is
applied after the FC layers.
At test time, retrieving clips in untrimmed videos involves searching over all pos-
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sible proposal segments. Candidate proposal segments generated from the proposal
network are filtered by non-maximum suppression with threshold 0.7, and the top
100 proposals in each video are kept.
6.2 Experiments
We evaluate our proposed models on one recent dataset designed for the text-to-
clip retrieval task, Charades-STA [19], and one dataset designed for the dense video
caption task which has the data annotations required by the text-to-clip retrieval
task, ActivityNet Captions dataset [45]. We consider several methods for comparison.
First, Random is a baseline that randomly selects among candidate clips. LateFusion
is another baseline that directly measures similarity between visual and sentence-
level embedding vectors using the cosine similarity metric. LateFusion+Cap is the
LateFusion model with captioning loss. Our proposed EarlyFusion model merges
visual features and word-level embeddings at an early stage, EarlyFusion+Cap is our
full model with the captioning loss, and finally, EarlyFusion+Cap+QSPN is the full
model working on the Query-guided Segment Proposal Network (QSPN).
We follow the evaluation setup in [19], which is adapted from a similar task in
the image domain, namely the task of object retrieval with natural language descrip-
tions [32]. Specifically, we consider a set of temporal Intersection-Over-Union (tIoU,
or simply IoU) thresholds. For each threshold τ , we compute the Recall@K metric,
defined as the fraction of sentence queries having at least one correct retrieval (having
tIoU greater than τ with ground truth) in the top K retrieved video clips. Following
standard practice, we use τ ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7} and K ∈ {1, 5, 10}. We present exper-
imental details and results on the Charades-STA dataset in Sec. 6.2.1, and on the
ActivityNet Captions dataset in Sec. 6.2.2.
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6.2.1 Experiments on Charades-STA Dataset
Dataset and Setup: The Charades-STA dataset was introduced by Gao et al. [19]
for evaluating temporal localization of events in video given natural language queries.
The original Charades dataset [82] only provides a paragraph description for each
video. To generate sentence-clip annotations used in the retrieval task, the authors
of [19] decomposed the original video-level descriptions into shorter sub-sentences,
and performed keyword matching to assign them to temporal segments in videos.
The alignment annotations are further verified manually. The released annotations
comprise 12,408 sentence-clip pairs for training, and 3,720 for testing.
We keep all the words that appear in the training set to build a vocabulary of
size 1,111. The maximum caption length is set to 10. We sample frames at 5 fps
for this dataset and set the number of input frames to 768, breaking arbitrary-length
input videos into 768-frame chunks, and zero-padding them if necessary. To initialize
our segment proposal network, we finetune a 3D ConvNet model [92] pretrained on
Sports-1M, with the ground truth activity segments of 157 classes in the training
videos of the Charades activity detection dataset. We then extract proposal visual
features and train the retrieval model.
Results: Table 6.1 shows the results on the text-to-clip retrieval task for Charades-
STA. First, it is interesting to note that our baseline LateFusion retrieval model al-
ready outperforms the best model in [19], CTRL (reg-np), by a noticeable margin. We
believe there are two reasons for this. First, our segment proposal network offers finer
temporal granularity, and therefore provides cleaner visual feature representations
compared to the sliding windows approach in CTRL. Second, we use a triplet-based
loss that more effectively captures ranking constraints, compared to CTRL’s binary
classification loss. On the other hand, adding the multi-task captioning loss to the
late fusion model (LateFusion+Cap) attains nearly the same result as LateFusion.
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Table 6.1: Results on the Charades-STA dataset [19]. R@K stands for Recall@K.
Our early fusion retrieval model EarlyFusion significantly outperforms baselines,
while the multi-task and query-guided proposals in model EarlyFusion+Cap+QSPN
further improve results.
Methods
IoU=0.3 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
Random [19] – – – 8.5 37.1 – 3.0 14.1 –
CTRL(reg-np) [19] – – – 23.6 58.9 – 8.9 29.5 –
LateFusion 43.9 83.5 89.7 26.3 63.9 78.2 10.9 35.6 50.5
LateFusion+Cap 44.7 83.4 90.6 27.0 63.5 77.8 10.6 35.4 50.4
EarlyFusion 51.6 95.5 99.0 32.8 76.3 92.5 14.0 43.2 60.7
EarlyFusion+Cap 52.3 95.3 99.2 34.4 77.0 92.5 15.6 44.9 61.4
EarlyFusion+Cap+QSPN 54.7 95.6 99.2 35.6 79.4 93.9 15.8 45.4 62.2
Table 6.2: Comparison between different forms of sentence embedding for produc-
ing the sentence embedding f(S) in the LateFusion+Cap method, measured on the
Charades-STA dataset. R@K stands for Recall@K.
Sentence Embedding
IoU=0.3 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
Last hidden state 44.7 83.4 90.6 27.0 63.5 77.8 10.6 35.4 50.4
Mean pooling 43.9 89.2 93.3 26.2 68.5 82.4 11.1 34.5 51.2
Self attention 43.8 89.1 93.6 26.4 68.0 84.4 11.1 35.4 50.4
We note that since late fusion uses a sentence-level wholistic embedding derived from
the hidden states of the lower-level sentence LSTM, the higher-level captioning loss
does not have a direct effect.
Our EarlyFusion model significantly outperforms the late fusion approaches. Due
to the direct sharing of parameters between two tasks in the fusion LSTM layer,
EarlyFusion+Cap is able to further improve results. When using query-guided seg-
ment proposal network, the model EarlyFusion+Cap+QSPN further improves on all the
metrics over the early fusion model with captioning supervision EarlyFusion+Cap.
We provide an ablation study of the different forms of sentence embedding in
LateFusion+Cap, shown in Table 6.2. Instead of simply using the last hidden state
from the sentence embedding LSTM, using a weighted average of all hidden states
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Table 6.3: The effect of loss weight λ in the EarlyFusion+Cap method, measured on
the Charades-STA dataset. R@K stands for Recall@K. As our main task is retrieval,
we consistently underweight the captioning loss with λ = 0.5 in our experiments.
Loss Weight
IoU=0.3 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
λ = 0.5 53.0 94.6 98.5 33.8 77.3 91.6 15.0 43.9 60.9
λ = 1 50.8 94.5 98.1 32.5 76.1 91.2 14.1 41.9 59.2
λ = 2 50.6 94.9 98.5 33.5 76.5 91.3 14.3 43.4 60.3
(mean pooling or self-attention [53]) can give marginal improvements, but results are
still significantly below those of EarlyFusion. Further ablations of the captioning loss
weight λ in Eq. 6.4 for training the EarlyFusion+Cap method are shown in Table 6.3.
As our main task is retrieval, we choose λ = 0.5 in our experiments.
To explore the effectiveness of early fusion approach in fusing cross-modal fea-
tures used in the retrieval model, we visualize the similarity scores (warmer colors =
higher) between ground truth queries and their corresponding ground truth segments,
for three example videos from Charades-STA dataset in Table 6.4. The ideal result is
a block-diagonal matrix, which indicates that the ground truth query only has high
correlation with its own ground truth segment, and can distinguish irrelevant tempo-
ral segments. In the first example, LateFusion maps two queries about the door with
opposite actions “open” and “closing” to the same segment, while EarlyFusion+Cap
can recognize these two opposite actions on the same objects. In the second example,
LateFusion confuses between the 1st and 2nd queries that are both about “person”
and “book”, while EarlyFusion+Cap distinguishes them perfectly. However, there
are also some cases that LateFusion performs slightly better as in the third example
LateFusion can distinguish “a person sits in a chair.” and “person holding a book.”.
In general, early fusion can capture more fine-grained action details in computing
similarity scores when the objects are the same, which might be the reason for the
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good performance of the early fusion models.
Table 6.4: Visualization of similarity scores between input queries and their ground
truth temporal segments for the models EarlyFusion+Cap and LateFusion on
Charades-STA dataset. Warmer colors indicate higher similarity scores. The start
and end times are in seconds.
queries: [start:end] sentence EarlyFusion+Cap LateFusion
videoID: EEVD3
1. [2.0:7.9] a person is holding the door to the
refrigerator open.
2. [11.4:16.9] person closing the door.
videoID: 3VT73
1. [2.3:11.6] a person sits down as they read a book.
2. [8.4:13.1] the person throws a book.
3. [10.4:15.9] person he takes his cell phone out.
videoID: 0LHWF
1. [0.0:4.1] a person sits in a chair.
2. [2.1:16.2] person holding a book.
3. [2.7:15.0] person reading a book.
4. [2.7:15.0] person read book.
In the model EarlyFusion+Cap+QSPN, queries can be incorporated at three possi-
ble positions in the query-guided Segment Proposal Network introduced in Sec. 6.1.4,
e.g. after the conv5b layer/the first convolutional layer/the second convolutional
layer. Figure 6·4 only shows one option of adding the query after the first convo-
lutional layer. We show the ablation studies of these three positions in Table 6.5.
Best results are gained for the query-guided SPN with query added after the first
convolutional layer.
Two example videos from the Charades-STA dataset along with query localization
results are shown in Figure 6·5(a). The correct prediction is marked as green, while
the wrong one is marked as red. Please note that the prediction is in fact correct for
the query Person takes out a towel, but is marked incorrect due to inaccurate ground
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Table 6.5: Ablation study about the locations of incorporating queries in the
EarlyFusion+Cap+QSPN model, measured on the Charades-STA dataset. R@K
stands for Recall@K. The incorporation of query can be added in several options,
e.g. after the conv5b layer/the first convolutional layer/the second convolutional
layer. Incorporating query after the first convolutional layer shows better results.
Query Positions
IoU=0.3 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
conv5b 53.2 94.4 97.3 35.6 79.3 91.9 15.5 44.9 62.3
first conv 54.7 95.6 99.2 35.6 79.4 93.9 15.8 45.4 62.2
second conv 53.0 95.8 98.7 34.9 78.0 92.2 15.2 43.7 62.3
truth.
6.2.2 Experiments on ActivityNet Captions Dataset
Dataset and Setup: The ActivityNet Captions dataset was proposed by Krishna
et al. [45] for the dense video captioning task which contains the temporal segment
annotations and paired captions. These annotations can also be used by the text-to-
clip retrieval task, where the caption sentences are used as input query sentences for
each video. Each video contains at least two ground truth segments and each segment
is paired with one ground truth caption. The ActivityNet Captions dataset [45]
contains around 20k videos and is split into training, validation and testing with a
50%/25%/25% ratio. We train on the training set and test on the combined validation
sets in our experiments since the caption annotations in the test set are withheld for
challenge purpose.
We keep the words in the training set with frequency greater than five to build
a vocabulary of size 3,892, and set the maximum caption length to 30. We sample
frames at 3 fps, and set the maximum number of input frames in the buffer to be 768.
Again, a 3D ConvNet model [92] pretrained on the Sports-1M dataset and finetuned
on ground truth activity segments of ActivityNet detection dataset is used to initialize
our segment proposal network. We use the good settings from the ablation studies
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Table 6.6: Results on the ActivityNet Captions dataset [45]. R@K stands for
Recall@K. Our early-fusion retrieval model EarlyFusion+Cap+QSPN with captioning
supervision and query-guided segment proposal network outperforms other baseline
models.
Methods
IoU=0.3 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.7
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
Random 5.6 24.8 42.8 2.5 11.3 21.6 0.8 4.0 8.1
LateFusion 39.3 67.8 75.6 23.7 52.0 62.2 11.0 32.1 42.1
LateFusion+Cap 38.7 67.4 75.4 23.2 51.3 61.6 10.9 31.3 41.5
EarlyFusion 42.2 70.5 78.0 25.7 54.5 64.0 12.6 34.1 43.7
EarlyFusion+Cap 42.8 73.5 80.8 26.2 56.9 66.7 12.6 35.8 46.3
EarlyFusion+Cap+QSPN 45.3 75.7 83.3 27.7 59.2 69.3 13.6 38.3 49.1
on the Charades-STA dataset.
Results: Results using the standard evaluation protocol are given in Table 6.6.
Similar trends can be observed for the five variants of our model, as in the Charades-
STA experiments. EarlyFusion significantly outperforms both baselines, LateFusion
and LateFusion+Cap, whose relative performances are similar. Also, with the assis-
tance of the captioning loss, the multi-task model EarlyFusion+Cap does better than
EarlyFusion. With input query sentences regulating the segment proposal network,
all the metrics in the model EarlyFusion+Cap+QSPN further improve compared to
using the original segment proposal network.
Two example retrieval results from the ActivityNet Captions dataset can be found
in Figure 6·5(b). In the first example, our model localizes the precise moment de-
scribed by the query sentences about playing hula hoop. In the second example, it
also correctly identifies the events corresponding to the queries A man is seen stand-
ing on a roof with a young child holding up a kite and The camera pans all around
the kite flying in the sky. However, for the third query The man is seen helping the
boy in the end and grabbing the kite, our model directly localizes to an incorrect shot
segment at the very end of the video, maybe biased by the phrase “in the end” in the
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24.3s 30.4s
22.8s 31.0s
GTOurs
0.0s 6.0s
0.6s 7.2s
Query: Person flipped the light switch near the door.
Query: A person opens a closet door.
0.9s 8.2s
0.9s 9.9s
Query: A person takes a towel.
0.9s 8.2s
20.4s 25.7s
GT
Ours
Query: Person takes out a towel.
(a) Charades-STA retrieval examples
2.1s 38.9s
2.9s 59.1s
GTOurs
Query: A woman is seen walking into frame holding a hula hoop and begins spinning it around her body as well as 
herself.
31.6s 74.6s
23.4s 81.8s
Query: The woman continues spinning the hoop around herself while speaking and smiling to the camera.
0.0s 17.2s
1.2s 13.7s
Query: A man is seen standing on a roof with a young child holding up a kite.
17.9s 53.0s
22.7s 62.7s
Query: The camera pans all around the kite flying in the sky.
47.7s 68.1s
56.9s 71.7s
Query: The man is seen helping the boy in the end and grabbing the kite.
(b) ActivityNet Captions retrieval examples
Figure 6·5: Qualitative visualization of our retrieval results on the Charades-STA
dataset (a) and the ActivityNet Captions dataset (b). Ground truth clips are marked
with black arrows. Predicted clips are marked in green for correct predictions (tempo-
ral IoU more than 0.5 with ground truth) and in red for incorrect ones. Corresponding
start-end times are shown. (Best viewed in color)
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input query.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, we addressed the problem of text-to-clip retrieval: temporal local-
ization of events within videos that match a given natural language query. We in-
troduced an early fusion technique, which modulates the integration of word-level
language features using visual information in a recurrent LSTM model, and improves
upon commonly used late fusion approaches that are based on vector embeddings.
Motivated by the interplay between vision-language tasks, we also proposed to add
re-captioning as an auxiliary task, and we made use of a segment proposal network
to filter out unlikely clips. We further improve the segment proposal network by
conditioning it on the input sentence query, in order to produce fewer, but better,
query-guided proposal segments in the subsequent retrieval. Evaluated on two chal-
lenging datasets, our approach performs more accurately than previous methods when
retrieving clips from many possible candidates in untrimmed videos. For example, on
the Charades-STA dataset, we achieve a significant improvement in the recall at top
5 retrievals with 0.5 temporal overlap, from 58.9% in [19] to 79.4% with our model.
We also provide detailed ablation studies to confirm the benefits of our proposed
formulations.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this last chapter, we first summarize the key contributions of this thesis, then list
the limitations in proposed models and point out the directions for future research.
Four major problems are studied in this thesis: 1) visual question answering in im-
ages with evidence visualization, 2) temporal activity detection in untrimmed videos,
3) dense video captioning, and 4) text-to-clip video retrieval. The main underlying
theme that unites these problems is that they all require localizing linguistic data in
a large amount of visual data. The localization mechanisms proposed in this thesis
will stimulate future research along this line.
For the visual question answering problem in images, we propose a novel spatial
memory network with attention mechanism which allows the model to localize the
visual evidence for inferring the answer. We also propose to repeat the process of
gathering evidence from attended regions, enabling the model to update the answer
based on several attention steps. We design word-level attention in the first hop to
gather fine-grained visual evidence, similar to the early fusion idea in the text-to-clip
retrieval model which combines the proposal and query features at word level. Besides,
the operations in the proposed spatial attention mechanism can also be deployed in
the query-guided segment proposal network to regulate the visual feature encoding at
each temporal location and gain improved results for the text-to-clip retrieval task.
For the video related tasks with localization component, e.g. temporal activity
detection, dense video captioning and text-to-clip retrieval, they all need a temporal
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segment proposal network to propose candidate segments for further processing. In
the proposed R-C3D model for temporal activity detection, the temporal segment
proposal network is combined with one extra classification network in an end-to-end
manner to classify proposal segments into activity class. The two subnets share the
fully-convolutional C3D feature encoding of the input video and can detect vari-
able length activities at fast speeds. In the proposed end-to-end JEDDi-Net model
for dense video captioning problem which jointly detects events and generates their
descriptions, the segment proposal network is combined with a novel hierarchical lan-
guage model that incorporates the visual and language context for captioning each
event in the video. In the text-to-clip retrieval problem, the proposal feature encod-
ing is fused with each word of the query in an early fusion approach to capture the
fine-grained structure in the query, and it leverages the captioning task to learn bet-
ter shared feature representations and improve retrieval performance. Furthermore,
we design the query-guided segment proposal network by incorporating the query
embedding to regulate the video feature encoding to generate query relevant propos-
als. It borrows the operations proposed in the spatial attention mechanism for visual
question answering to generate one set of regulation weights based on the similarity
scores between the two modalities.
Though our proposed attention mechanism, segment proposal network and some
other operations show general usage in various vision and language understanding
tasks, some of our proposed models get improved results in the ablation study but
not the state of the art results in certain dataset. For example, the R-C3D model
on the ActivityNet dataset gets improved results compared to other models using
the same C3D video feature encoding, but can’t compete the models with combined
visual features or making use of the unique characteristics of the ActivityNet dataset.
This might be the limitation of our work. The unique characteristics of each dataset
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should also be carefully investigated to improve the model performance and gain state
of the art results in these datasets.
In the future, several possible directions can be further extended from the work
in this thesis. The localization work investigated in this thesis only involves temporal
localization covering the whole input frames without spatially localizing the objects
in the video frame. However spatio-temporal activity detection would have more
practical applications in videos such as the surveillance videos which might cover a
wide space with multiple objects and actions inside. Thus, it would be very interesting
to extend our R-C3D model from temporal activity detection to spatio-temporal
activity detection. The proposal representation and video feature encoding should be
carefully designed to achieve the requirements in spatio-temporal activity detection.
On the basis of spatio-temporal activity detection, the interactions of these activity
tubes could be modeled to solve some co-reference problems in the vision and language
tasks.
In this thesis, we only explore the visual question answering in images and localize
the visual evidence for inferring the answer by visualizing the attention weights. The
video question answering is widely investigated in the exiting papers. Evidence lo-
calization is also very necessary for video question answering, since the video is long
lasting and the localized evidence can quickly help us navigate to the correspond-
ing segments saving browsing time. Thus video question answering with evidence
localization is one of the interesting directions for future research.
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